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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Offlce of the Secretary

43 CFR Part 11

R1N1~

Natural Resource Damage
Aueumenta

AGENCY: Department of the Interior.
. ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking.

SUMMARY: The Department of the
Interior (the Department) is proposing
revisions to the natural resource damage
assessment rule, codified at 43 CFR part
11, to conform with a court ruling. In
that ruling, the court held that: (1)
Restoration costs are the preferred
measure of natural resoUrce damages
under the Comprehensive': .
Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980,
as amended (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. 9601,
et seq.; and (2) all reliably calculated
lost use values of injured natural .
resources should also be recoverable, .
with no specific hieral:chy of
methodologies required of natural
rell6W'&& trustees- in.conducting those.
valuations. The court also requested
clarification as to the extent to which
privately owned natural resources might
be subject to the natural resource
damage assessment rule.

The natural resource damage.
assessment rule was developed
pursuant to section 301(c) of CERCLA,
The Department promulgated two types
of assessment rules: Standard
procedures. for.:~lifiedassessments'
requiring minimal field observation
llype A procedures); and site-specific
procedures for detailed assessments in
individual cases (type B procedures).
The type A rule and the type B rule were
challenged in two separate, but parallel
cases. The Department fs now seeking
comments on proposed revisions to the
type B rule to comply with the court's
decision. These proposed revisions will
ensure that the type B rule carries out
the purpose and requirement of
CERCLA for the recovery of damages to
be used for the restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of the equivalent of injured
natural resources as full compensation
for the injured resources. Todav's
proposed rulemaking provides for a
unified process for trustees to develop
claims for both the costs of restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resou:ces and
reliably calculated lost values of the
injured resources. with no required
hierarchy of valuation methodologies for
determining those values.

This notice deals.80lely with issUlU
rela..ti.c.i to those. provisions of the tnn: &
rule remanded lly the court for revi8ioo
or clarification. The statutorily-required
two-year review of the type Brule u.
scheduled to begin when today's
proposed rule Is published as a final
rulemeking. That review will provia ut
opportunity to address issues beyond
those addressed In today's Notice_n.
Department's proposed revisions fo t'!IIt
existing type A rule for coastal and
marine environments and comparable
modifications to the ongoing
development of a new type A rule for
the Great Lakes environments wilt-be
published separately at future data..

The date upon which the court
ordered revisions for both type A e.d
type B, whichever is later, become
effective as a fmal rule is the. date Oft

which "regulations are promulgated' fur
the purposes of determining the period
in which actions may be bro. fIIr .
natural resource damage!!.

DATES: Comments will be accepted
through June 28, 1991.

ADDRESSES: Office of Environment'ai
Affaim.. AT'l1'J;. NRDA Rule. room 234(T,
Department of the Interior. 1849 C
Street. NW.~WII8F.tington. DC 20240
(regular Dusmess hours 7:45 a'Ill' tn.f:150
p.m., Monday through Friday).

FOR FURTHER INFORMAnON CONTACT:
Cecil Hoffma.il.i:l or David Rosenberger at
(2DZ~208-3301.

SUPPl1MENTARV INFORMAnON:

T1lis preamble is"organized as foIIows:-
1. Background

A. Statutory Background
B. Regufutory 'History
C. Judicial Review
D,.Ad\'am:e- Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking
II. Dtscuasion

A. Introduction
B. Restorat1on Costs as the Measure of

Damages
C. Hierarchy of Valua~ion Methodologies
D. Resource Values
E. Scope of Public Ownership
F. Other Significant Revisions
G. Factors to Consider in Selecting

Alternatives
II. Considerations in Using the Contingent

Valuation Methodology (CVM)
111. Annotated List of Sections to be Revised
IV. Response to Comments

A. General
B. Restoration Costs as Measure of

Damages
C. Technicall~' Feasible
D. Grossly Disproportionate
E. Economic Methodologies
F. Resource Values
C. Public Resources

1. Background.

A SlaW/ory Background

Sec:tion 107 of the Comprehensive ,.
ElNironmental Response.
COmpensation. and Uabllity Act of 1
as lUJ:IIInded (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. 0001;\
tItRtJ. authorizes natural resource . !
~s to recover compensatory •
~UJrin~ to natural resources;'
..1RiI.the reasonable costs of",:
l!ssaefttg such injury and any , "
prefud.gment interest. The damages that "~

. may he sought by natural resource. .
trustees are for the injury to, destruction
of. or1058 of natural resources resulting
from a discharge of oil or a release of a
hazardous substance. Natural resource
aamagft are in addition to cost
reawery for response actions. Federal
and State natural resource trustees may
bring an action for damages under
sections 107(f) and 113(g) of CERCLA. 42
USC. 9807(f) and 9613(g), and sections.
311{f) (4) and (5) of the Clean Water Act
lCWA), 33 U.S.C. 1321(f) (4) and (5) (also
known as the Federal Water Pollution
Cootrol Act). Indian tribes may ,
commence an action as natural resource
trustees under sections 107(f) -and 126(d)
ofcrnCLA. 42 U.S.C. 9607(f) and .
9626(d). Section 107(f) requires that all
sums recovered as damages must be .
used only to restore. replace, or acquire
the equivalent of 8uch natural resources.
Section 107(f) also provides that
86BeSameRts performed by Federal and
State natural resource trustees in
accordance with the rule receive the
mdentiary status of the rebuttable
presumption.

Section 301(c) of CERCLA. 42 U.S.C.
9651{c). requires the promulgation of
regnlations for the assessment of
damages for injury to. destruction of, or
loss of natural resources resulting from a
discllarge of oil or a release of a
hazardous substance. Section 301(c)
calls for the natural resource damage
assessment regulations in the following
terms:

[Z) Such regulations shall specify (A)
standard procedures for simplified
assessmems requiring minimal field
observation. including establishing measures
of damages based on units of discharge or
release or u.."litll of affected area. and (B)
alternative protocols for conducting
assessments in individual cases to detennine
the type and extent of short- and long-tenn
injury. destruction. or loss. Such regulations
shall identify the best available procedures to
determine such damages, including both
dlre!:t and indirect injury. destruction. or loss
and shall take into consideration factors
i.oclucling.. but not limited to, replacement
value. UM'value. and ability of the ecosystem
ot' ~urce to recover.
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The prollUllsation of thete rqul.tioM
was de.ted to the Department of the
interior by Executive Order 12b8O, 52 FR
2923 (January Z3. t,g87).

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (Pub. L.
101-380) wu si8J*i into law on Auguat
18, 1.18).11 makes provilaon!Dr natural
resoun::e damqe uaeament rules far
discharges of oil in naTi8able waten to
be developed by the Under Seaetary of
Commerce for Oceans and Abnolphere.
particularly the National Oceanic and
A.tmospberic Adminiatratioa (NOAA), in
consultation with, among others. the
Fish and Wildlife Sernce of the
Department of the Interior. Thil
Department will make itself available to
work with NOAA to ensure the
coordination of the parallel pr'OCe"es
for damage assessments whether they
result from releases of hazardous
substances or discharges of oiL Section
6001(b) of the OilPollution Act of 1990
provides that any role in effect under a
law replared by tire Act will continue in
effect untilauperseded. In p8rti.cular.
Senate committee report language.
makes it clear that "{t)he existing
interior Department rules, as amended
by the court's decisions. may be used
with a rebuttable presumption in the
interim" until the new regulatiolUl are .
promulgated by Commerce. S. Rep. No.
101-94, 101st Cong, 1st Sess. 15 (1990).

CERCLA mandates biennial review
and reviaion. as appropriate, of the
Department of the interior's damage
aSse3sment role. The revisions are to be
based on. among other things, new
informatioll or experience in applying
the existing rule. The Department
proposes. to begin it. planning of the
next bi~updateof the type B rule
as soon as possible, coordinating input
to the greatest extent possible with
NOAA. The target date for an advance
notice of proposed rulemaking soliciting
input for that re\;ew process is in June
1991. The first biennial review of the
type B rule produced only four
comments. Those comments essentially
reflected issues that the court was
deliberating at the time. However, many
comments and suggestions from users or
potential users of the rule have been
heard by Department staff over the
years since the rule has been in use.

One excellent source of such·
comments has been the State briefing
workshoV$ which are scheduled by
Interior at the request of individual
Slates, and which have been held since
the rule was published late in 1986.
These workshops are generally attended
by personnel from States' trustee
agencies and attorney general offices,
response agencies, and field personnel
from a variety of Federal agencies with

either trustee or re.ponee concenu In
the region. AnotheT IOIlrCe of inaisht on
ute of the rule is the Itream.of calla
received by interior staff day-to-day
from trustee offici.lsin the field
requesting technical auiatance as they
appty ilia rule in their iDdivldu.al
sitnationa.

The court decision was banded down
in July 1969. At that time. the
Department coraidered whether to begin
the next biennial nmew and combine
the reviaioDs mandated by the court
with those derived from user experience
to that dale. However, the court
expressly mandated expeditiOUI
revision. The issues raised by various
users did not present easy solutiom.
Some suggestions offered for addresaing
issues are diametrically opposed to each
other. Thus. the Department decided
that the cummt revisions should just
implement the court decision. and that
revisions based on experience should
await further analysi., consultation with
relevant agencies. and public input.

Revising the rule to accommodate
known concerns will require
considerable analysis and involvement
of other governmental agencies and the
public. The Department has begun
planning for the next biennial revision of
the rule mindful of these concerns. Also,
as a result of the new provisions of the
Oil Pollution Act of 1990, this
Department will be coordinating ita
biennial review effom with NOAA.
since the Under Secretary of Commerce
for Oceans and me Atmosphere was
designated to write the natural resource
damage .ssessment roles implementing
that new Act.

For the information of readers looking
forward to the biennial review of the
Interior rule, the following are highlights
of issues heard to date: The general
overall concern about the rule beard
most often over time it that it is "too
complicated" or "too wordy," and that it
should be written in simpler language.
"in plain English," with fewer "sha.1ls."
There should be an expedited process
for (oil) spills, There should be more
guidance on pre-assessment
coordinntion. There should be more
guidance on post-assessment activities.
There should be provisioIU for starting
restoration activities while the damage
assessment is still under way (while not
precluded, it is not expressly discussed).
The standarda for injury determination
should be relaxed. The standards for
injury determination should be more
explicit

One issue heard throughout the Exxon
Valdez experience to date has been the
lack of public knowledge of both the
immediate effccts of the spill in the

rellion and the potenUallons raJ18e
effects on the environment. affected by
the spill. Some memben of the public .
have expressed frustration at the
apparent lack of opportunity for tho..
with varied concenu to provida thalt
input to daciaionmpldna on m.IlDY
8.Ipecta 01 the aftennath of the.,w. ._":
Tbue are coocerna about all aapect& or
the incident. but lOme of them canter OIl
the natural resource damage aaieumeDt
proce.. and the potential for restoraUoa
of injured resot.U'Ces' and. tberefore.lbef
are concerua with any future application
of the Department's rule. Some
comment. beard following the Exxon"
Valdez incident stressed the need for
early public involvement. both in the
damageaslessment process and in
restoration planning. that restontiOQ
planning mwt be a cooperative .fJol1
involving the public. A suggestion wu
made that there be more guidance to
trustees on making their restoration
decisions, putting the empbasia first OIl

rehabilitation. then aD replacement. ami
finally on acquisition. in effect
establishing restoration planning
priorities that give the highest priority to
rehabilitation. A Sugge1l00n WllS IIUIde
that socioeconomic effects of restoration
alternatives might be added to the list of
factors that trustees are to contlider in
making their selection among
restoration alternatives. Another issue is
thea~ofthe~tlficcinnm~

and the public to scientific and technicel
data contributing to daml:\ge assessment
when that data was gathered for, or
might be useful in. litigation of damage
claims at a future date.

A. soon as the current revisions are
completed. the Department will publish
an advance notice of proposed
rulemaldng to request general comments
on experience to date, and also to
request specific comments on issues,
such as those highlighted above. The
target date for that advance notice ia
1991 June.

Meanwhile, the Department is
proceeding with revisions of the type A
rule in accordance with the court
decision: the existing Natural Resource
Damage Assessment Model for Coastal
and Marine Environments (NRDAMI
CME). and the model under
development for Great Lakes
Environment (NRDAM/GLE). For
efficiency, changes were made fIrst on
the work inprogreStl, NRDAMIGLE. A
proposed rule for the Great Lalces
environment is targeted for May 1991.
The contract to amend the existing
l\'RDAM/CME model was advertised in
July of 1990. with a target for proposed
rulemaldng in December of 1991.



post·assessment requirements. These
requirements include 8 Report of
Assessment to act as the administrative
record of the assessment. the
establishment of an account for damage
assessment 8warcla. and the- -'.
development of a Reltoration Plan to .~ ~

ensure that all damage alsessment "t
awards are used for the restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of the equivalent of the . i
injured resourcell. .,

This overall administrative process
for conducting a natural resource
d~ge assessment pursuant to the
Department's rule would remain
basically unchanged by today's
proposed revision. There would still be
the four phases, or components. in the
assessment process: the preassessment
phase. the assessment plan phase. the
assessment phase (where the trustee
conducts a type A or type B
assessment). and the post-assessment
phase. Also. there would continue to be
two planning components in a type B
assessment: the Assessment Plan. and
the Restoration and Compensation '
Determination Plan (formerly called the
Restoration MethodOlOgy Plan). which is
to be part of the Assessment Plan.

Points in the Process Unchanged: The
majority of the issues considered by the
court in its review of the type B rule
were upheld as valid. Therefore. the rule
would still require that assessment costs
be "reasonable" when compared to the
anticipated amount of damages to be
recovered. The biological response
acceptance criteria will remain as a
method for identifying "actionable"
injuries. The concept of valuing
"committed" uses would remain when
estimating compensable value and still
serves to prevent speculative damages.
The contingent valuation methodology
still is a valid tool in a damage
assessment. The requirement that
trustees develop a restoration plan for
use after the damage award still stands
and will assist with the statutory intent
tha t the trustee restore. rehabilitateo
replace. and/or acquire resources
equivalent to those injured by the
discharge or release.

C. Judicial RiJView

Section 113 of CERCLA provides that
any member of the public may petition
the Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit to review any
regulation promulgated under CERCLA.
A number of parties filed such petitions
for the court to review the natural
rescurce damage assessment rule. The
rule was chaUenged in two separate. but
parallel. cases. In State of Ohio v..
United States Deportment of the

oL'56, No. 82' { Monday. April'29. 1991 I Proposed Rules

with the rule's requirement for
reasonable cost. The trustee must also
comply with the rule's requirement. for
coordination with co·trustees.
identification and involvement of the
potentially responsible party, and public
involvement in the development of the
Assessment Plan. Also. the trustee must
decide whether to conduct a type A or
type B assessment. The trustee .
documents all decisions on the selection
of both the acientiflc and economic
methodologies to be used in the
assessment in the Assessment Plan. The
Assessment Plan must ensure that only
the reasonable costs of assessment will
be incurred. The trustee must provide
for public involvement in the

I
Assessment Plan with at least a 3D-day

. review a d comment eriod before
un emen ' e an or m
SJ.gIl1 lcan modifications. Comments
received during this review, as well as
responses to these comments. will be
maintained as part of the administrative
record of the assessment.

In the third t:omponent. the trustee
. begins either the type A or type B

assessment. Both the type A and type B
procedures follow the same three steps.
Each type of assessment requires an
Injury Determination phase. a
Quantification phase. and a Damage
Determination phase. The discussion
that follows relates to a type B
assessment.

During the Injury Determination
phase. the assessment focuses on
determining that an injury to the
resource has occurred and that the
injury has resulted from the discharge or
release. After injury has been confirmed
in this phase, the assessment moves into
the Quantification phase. The focus of
the Quantification phase is on
identifying the services. such as habitat.
recreation. or erosion control. provided
by the resource. determining the
baseline level of such services that
existed before. the discharge or release.
and quantifying the reduction in services
resulting from the discharge or release.
The Quantification phase is closely
related to the third phase of the type B
assessment, the Damage Determination
phase. The Damage Determination
phase focuses on calculating the
monetary compensation to be sought as
damages for the injury to the natural
resources. The calculations are based on
the information derived from the
Quantification phase as to the extent of
the injury sustained and the effects on
the services provided by the resource.

At the end of every natural resource
damage assessment. whether a type A
or a type B procedure is followed. the
fourth component consists of several

B. Regulatory J/istory

The Department. pursuant to'lta
delegated responsibilities under ·l~ ~~

CERCLA. has promulgated various rinaI
ru~e. for the aueasment of~ fOr
injuries to natural resoU1'Cll In'~-, ~,:' .
following rulemaJdngai t1lAaiuafi'Ue6
(51 FR 27674). "type B"PTOCedures. the
general process for conductins natural
resource damage 8sleasmenls, and the
alternative methodologies for
conducting IUlaeasmenta1n individual
cales; (2) March 20. 1987 (52 FR 9(42).
"type A" procedures, the standard
procedure for simplified assessments in
coastal and marine environments, using
a computer model called the Natural
Resource Damage Assessment Model
for Coastal and Marine Environments
(NRDAM/CME); (3) February 22. 1988
(53 FR 5166). to amend 43 CFR part 11 to
conform with amendments to CERCLA;
and (4) March 25. 1988 (53 FR 9769).
technical corrections to the NRDAM/
CME. This combination of ruleinakings.
codified at 43 CPR part 11. is the natural
resource damage assessment rule called
for by section 301(c) of CERCLA. '

The major impact of today's proposal
would be in the damage determination
phase. Therefore. reviewers should keep
in mind the context of the entire natural
resource damage assessment rule when
considering the proposed revision.
Reviewers may wish to refer to the type
B rule (43 CFR part 11) in preparation of
the comments on today'll proposal.

Existi.'l8 Assessment Process: The
natural resource damage assessment
rule provides an administrative process .
for conducting patural resource damage
assessment&witlt four major
components. The first component of this
process. the preassessment activities.
includes several steps to take before
initiating an assessment. All natural
resource damage assessments contain
these same initial steps. These steps
generally begin with the notification of
or detection by the natural resource
trustee of a discharge or release. The
trustee performs a preassessment screen'
to determine that a CERCLA or CWA
covered incident has occurred and that
resources of the trustee may have been
affected. The trustee makes a
determination upon completion of the
preassessment screen as to the
appropriateness of further assessment
actions. Provisions are made for
emergency restoration as authorized by
section 111(i) of CERCLA.

l
The second component calls for the

preparation of an Assessment Plan
.before initiating an assessment using
either the type A or type B procedures.
The level of detail contained in the
Assessment Plan should be consistent

l
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Interior. 880 Fold 432 (D.C. Clr. 1989)
(Ohio v.lnten·or), petltionen challenged
8 total of twelvll Illues that pertained to
the administrative procell and the type
B proceduru established In the rule. In
Colorado Y. Ullit«i SIDle. Department
of thelnttmor. 880 F.2d 4&1 cnc. ar.
1989). pe1itioners challenged two issues
pertaining to the type A procedures.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit
unanimoualy upheld In part and
Invalidated in part certain aspecls of the
administrative process and the type B
procedures. In that ruling, the court held
that: (1) Reitoration cost. are the
preferred measure of natural resource
damages under CERCLA; and (2) all
reliably calculated lost use valUeB of
injured natural resources should also be
recoverable. with no specific hierarchy
of methodologies required of natural
resource trustees in conducting those
valuations. The court also asked the
Department to clarify ita interprelation
of extent to which the rule applies to
natural re£OUI'CeS that are privately
owne~ .

TodaY'1 notice deals only with the
three issues remanded to the
Department in Ohio v. Interior affecting
the administrative process and the type
B procedures. The revisions to the type
A procedures will be conducted under
future. separate rulemakings.

1. Issues Remanded for Revision

Measure ofdamages. One issue
decided by the court concerned the
Department's type B rule requiring the
trustee's basic measure of damages for
natural resource injuries to be either
restoration~ts or lost use value of the
resources, whichever was estimated to
be the lesser amount. The court held
that CERCLA indicates a distinct
preference for using restoration costs as
the measure of damages, althougb the
court acknowledged the role of the
Department in determining under what
conditions the use of restoration costa
as the measure of damages might not be
appropriateo

The provisions for calculating
restoration costs were set out in the type
B rule since restoration costs were one
of two possible measures of damages.
The rule requi!ed the trustee to quantify
the effects of the injury to the natural
resources in te~s of services lost or
disrupted as a result of a discharge or
release. The trustee then determined
alternative management actions that
would restore those lost or disrupted
services in a cost-effective m;.mner. In
addition. the rule allowed the naturaJ.
resource trustee to claim damages for
loss or lessening of use values
associated with the lost services over

the time nlquired to accomplish the
restoration. Much of this present
guidance would be retained.

Economic valuation&. The other Issue
upon which the type -B rule was
remanded for revision wu the
Department's jmtscrlbed ranking. or
hierarchy, of economic valuation
methodologies for detmmlning use
values, and the associated limitation of
those valuation methodologies for the
recovery of nonuse values only to thole
situations where no direct uses could be
foun~

The type B rule provided a listing of
economic valuation methodologies to
calculate lost use values ranked al to
their reliability. The court upheld the
methodologies listed in the rule, but laid
that the rule could not require the use of
one methodology over another.

The type B rule categorized various
uses to be valued for an injured resource
as "use" values and "option and
existence" values. and allowed-recovery
for option and existence values only
where the trustee could not apply a
valuation methodology to determine a
direct use value for a resource. The
court beld that while option and
existence values represent passive use
of a resource, they ought to be
recoverable in a damage assessment.

Z. Issue Remanded for Clarification

On one issue, the cOurt upheld the
rule. but asked the Department to clarify
the scope of public ownership of natural
resources covered by the rule. The
preamble to the final type B rule
suggested that natural~ damage
assessments should not cover privately
owned natural resources. However, the
court understood the Department's oral
argument to suggest that a substantial
degree of government regulation.
management, or other form of control
over privately-owned natural resources
could be sufficient to make the natural
resource damage provisions apply to
such resources in certain circumstances.
The court construed CERCLA to mean
that, while purely pn'vate resources are
excluded from the natural resource
damage provisions, some resources not
owned by the government are
encompassed by CERCLA's natural
resource damage provisions. The court's
construction was based primarily on the
definition of natural resources found in
section 101(16) of CERCLA and its
legislative history. The court invited the
Department to clarify its interpretation
of the degree of management, regulation,
contro!' or property interest that might
make natural resources subject to the
natural resource damage assessment
rule.

D. Advance Notice ofProposed
Rulemaking

The Department published a Federal
Register notice on September Z2, 1989
(54 FR 39016), to announce the _
Department's intent to revise the type.B.~
rule to comply with the court's --. - - -:'" -
decislonL Responses were requested o;{~
the following kindJ of questions to assist
in carrying out that purpose: (1) What •
possible consirleratlona might trigger thtr::
use of a measure of damages other than ,
restoration costs: (2) should the rule .
provide criteria and. if so, what criteria
might be used to determine whether
restoration is "technically feasible;" (3)
should the rule define the term "grosll1y
disproportionate" and. if so, how; (4)
how much guidance should the rule
include and what would be possible
selection criteria to make available to
tlJe trustee in selecting the most
appropriate methodology to determine
lost use values; (5) what systems were
available for claaaifying resource us~
as to use and nonuse.. etc.. which would
1ilso aid the trustee to avoid double
counting; and (6) what degree and type
of management, regulation. control. or
property interest might make natural
resources subject to the provisions of
CERCLA for the purposea of enabling
public trustees to recover damagea for
injuries to such resourcea?

The Department received over 700
pages of commentl from 32 submilaiona
on the possible revisions to the type B
rule. The discussion of those comments 
on the type B rule with the~'a.
response is found in Section IV. of thi.
preamble.

II. Discussion

A. Introduction

The Department is proposing to revise
the type B rule to comply fully with the
court order. The court's ruling on the
measure of damages centered around
the "lesser or' requirement found in
§ 11.35 of the current type B rule. The
rule required that the trustee conduct an
assessment for the natural reBource
injury with the measure of damages
being either an estimate of the
restoration costs or the lost use value of
the resources, whichever was estimated
to be the lesser amount. The court held
that CERCLA indicates a distinct
preference for using restoration costs as
the measure of damages for injured
natural resources.

The second major issue ruled upon by
the court on the type B rule was in the
area of the economic valuation
methodologies and the kinds of "uses"
of the resources that could be valued
using those methodologiea. The rule
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used to restore. rehabilitate, replace. or
acquire the equivalent of affected
natural resources. The Department
proposes to use the phrase "restoration.
rehabilitation, replacement, andIor
acquisition of equivelent" as
encompassing the full range of possible
"restoration" actions a trustee might
plan to take and, therefore, use to
estimate the costs of the selected
"rl!storation" action. It is recognized
that. in many cases, trustees will take
some combination of these actions,
rather than only one. Some portion of
this broader list-restoration,
rehabilitation. replacement, or
acquisition of the equivalent-will
always be a part of the trustee's
"restoration" activities. because some
trustee actions will always be required
beyond the trustee's normal
management actions. Thus. there will
always be some cost attributable to
"restoration" or what the proposed
revision calls restoration. rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources. On this basis, the
Department does not propose to set out
circumstances when some factor other
than restoration costs should be the
measure of damages as would have

. been allowable under the court's ruling.
The Department is proposing revisions

to the Damage Determination phase to
provide some additional guidance to the
trustee in estimating site-specific costs
of various possible alternatives to bring
about the restoration. rehabilitation,
replacement, and/or acquisition of the
equivalent of the injured resources. The .
guidance discusses such factors as the
trustee's consideration of the technical
feasibility of the possible alternatives,
and also consideration of whether the
relationship of the estimated costs of an
alternative are proportionate to the
anticipated benefits gained from that
action.

In addition to recovering the costs of
restoration. rehabilitation. replacement.
andlor acquisition of equivalent
resources, the trustee may also recover
the value of the services lost to the
public until the lost services are
returned to baseline levels. The
proposed revision of the Damage
Determination phase would describe the
values for which the public may be
compensated, and the methodologies
that may be used to estimate those
values.

Therefore, the measure of damages
under the proposed revision would be
the estimated cost of the selected
alternative for restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. andlor
acquisition of equivalent resources. plus
the compensable value of the services
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that will be lost to the public through the' ,
period of recovery to the baseline ~

conditions existing before the discharge ,.:'
or release. The types of costs and the '
extent of compensable value that may"
be recovered are discussed together In ",'
the Damage Determination phase to .. ,~~~..:.

elUlure that the trustee simultaneously '1Z
makes plans to recover both. as.·:t(
appropriate, for any given incident.

Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan: The proposed . ; :.,',.
revision of the Damage Determination '~.

phase provides for the development of a :.:
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan. This Restoration
and Compensation Determination Plan
would replace the Restoration , .

Methodology Plan of the existing rule. In ~.•:i4
the Restoration and Compensation .•
Determination Plan. the trustee will '
identify and consider a reasonabIe':',.~.:.;.,~:
number of possible alternatives for the. !£i:

restoration, rehabilitation. replacement., i:it;:
andlor acquisition of resources ~ ~
equivalent to the injured resources. In ,.. ··~.i.'
the Restoration and Compensation '~

Determination Plan, the trustee would': '-rr
also include an estimate of the services .'.,....
that are likely to be lost to the public ': '~.,
during the recovery to baseline , .'
associated with the possible alternatives
being considered. The trustee would be
required to address both: (1) The
possible ways to restore. rehabilitate,
replace, andlor acquire equivalent
resources; and (2) the estimated lost
sen-ices associated with each
alternative. in a single plan for.
determining damages.

The trustee would include in the
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan the possible
alternatives considered. the lost services
associated with each. and the estimated
period of recovery associated with each
alternative. The trustee would list the
cost estimating methodologies he plans
to use to estimate the cost of the actions
that make up the selected alternative.
He would also identify the valuation
methodologies he plans to use to value
the lost services associated with the
selected alternative. The trustee would
give a brief rationale for the choice of
the selected alternative. of the
methodologies to estimate the costs. and
those to estimate the compensable value
associated with that alternative. This
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan would become part
of the overall Assessment Plan. and·
thus. subject to public review and
comment.

If the trustee does not have sufficient
information to develop the Restoration
and Compensation Determination Plan
by the time the Assessment Plan is

provided a listing of economic valuation
methodologies. and listed these ,
methodologies ranked in order of their
reliability and accuracy. The rule
required first considering the use of
market price or appraisal .
methodologies. then. only if these were.
not appropriate. moving to other .
valuation methodologies down the llst. '
In addition, the rule categorized the
types of values that a resource might
have as "use" or "nonuse" values. The
rule allowed the trustee to recover
"nonuse" :values only when no direct
uses could be identified.

The court said that the rule could not
require the use of one methodology over
another. but that the trustee should be
allowed to use any reliable
methodologies available. The court also
said that. even though "nonuse" values
might represent only "passive" or "non
consumptive" use of a resource, they
should be recoverable in a damage
assessment.

At a minimum, to comply with the _
- court's decisions on these tWo issues.

the Department could' do three simple
revisions: (1) remove the "lesser of'
requirement of § 11.35; (2) delete the
language of § 11.83 requiring the
economic valuation hierarchy; and (3)
delete the language of § 11.83 restricting .
recovery of nonuse values to those cases
where the trustee can determine no
direct uses of the injured resource.
However, today's proposed revision
would provide an approach, particularly
affecting the Damage Determination
phase of the rule, that provides greater
assistance to trustees in planning and
recovering for restoration activities; The
proposedre~would provide
guidance to help trustees recover
compensation based on both estimating
the costs of restoration, rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources and valuing the
loss of services to the public. These tWo
components of the measure of damages
are presented together throughout the
section describing these estimation and
valuation activities to provide a
comprehensive approach to assessing
damages.

B. Resroration Costs as the Measure of
Damages

The court held that CERCLA indicates
a preference for using restoration costs
as the measure of natural resource
damages. However. the court also
suggested that there might be
circumstances when some factor other
than restoration costs could be Ll-te
measure of damages. The court used the
simple term "restoration" costs. The law
provides that llums recovered from
natural resource damage claims must be
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made available for public review and
comment. the Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan could
be developed and made available for
public review and cornment separately.
later In the assessment proces•• at any
time up to the completion of the .
Quantincatlon Phale. At that polnt. the
trustee will have collected the
Information concerning the extent of
Injury and the effects of those injuries
on the servicel provided by the lnjured _
natural resources. Whenever the
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan is presented for
public review. the trustee would allow
at least 30 days for review and comment
before proceeding with the cost
estimating and valuation of the selected
alternative. The Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan.
along with the public comments
received and responses to those
comments, would become part of the
Report of Assessment.

Alternatives: In developing the
Restoration and Compensation .
Determination.Plan. the trustee would
list a "reasonable number" of possible
alternatives for restoration,
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources. Fot
large. complex assessments involving a
variety of resources and services. there
may exist a very large number of
possible alternatives. When there are

. potentially a very large number of
possible alternatives; Q!'lya reasonable
number of alternatives. covering the full
spectrum of.possible alternatives for
restoration. rehabilitation. replacement,
and/or acq,iUsition of equivalent
resources. should be developed. The
trustee has the discretion to decide on a
case-by-case basis what constitutes a
reasonable range of possible
alternativeSt

Range ofActions: In developing each
possible alternative. the trustee may
consider a range of actions that might
include restoration. rehabilitation.
replacement, and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources. The actions may
be taken singly or in any combination.
The rule would guide the trustee on how
to develop the possible alternatives. The
proposed revision emphasizes the wide
range of actions available to the trustee
to return to baseline levels both the
injured natural resources and the
services that the natural resources
provide to the public. For example. the
trustee might consider all or parta of the
following kinds of possible alternatives:
(1) Intensive restoration or rehabilitation
actions that are needed to bring the
injured resources and their services
back to baseline (pre-lpll1 or pre-release

conditions) In a relatively short period
of time: (2) restoration. rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition actions
combined In a manner that would
optimize the recovery of all injured
resources and servicel back to their
ba.eline condition: (3) replacement or '
acquisition of equivalent resources if the
Injured resources and their lervices
cannot be restored or rehabilitated
through direct management actions or
Indirect use limitations; or (4) allowing
the resources to recover naturally with
minimal trustee management action.
Moreover. a trustee. or cotrustees. '
would be afforded the flexibility of
defining possible restoration actions to
address individual resources or groups
of resources in order to adopt an overall
restoration strategy that best meets the
needs of the trustee(s).

One of the possible alternatives to be
considered Is allowing the resources to
recover naturally, with minimal
management actions. Other possible
alternatives would provide for actions
that reduce the time for recovery to
baseline conditions from that expected
from natural recovery. In the
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan. the trustee would
state the reasons for considering each
possible alternative to be viable and
worthy of consideration.

Services through &covery Period:
Services provided by an injured
resource refer to all of the functions
performed by that resource for cUld/Oi to
the public and to other resources and
the interactions between them. The term
"services" includes "paBslve" or "non
consumptive" functions performed by
the resource for and/or to the public.
The trustee would estimate the loss in
services provided by the injured
resources from the time of the discharge
or release through the estimated
recovery period associated with each of
a reasonable number of possible
alternatives. The recovery period Is that
time between the occurrence of the
discharge or release and the successful
completion of the restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or.
acquisition of the equivalent of the
natural resources and their lost services.
The trustee would use the determination
of the period of resource recovery
associated with each alternative to
develop an estimate of the lervices that
would be lost to the public during the
implementation of that alternative. The
services provided by the resource before
the discharge or release constitute the
baseline level of services against which
the trustee II to measure the loss In
services for each of the possible
alternatives.

Selection ofAlternatives: The trustee
should select the alternative for
restoration. rehabilitation. replacement.
and/ or acquisition of equivalent
resources most appropriate for the
particular Incident based on a number of
different considerations. The proposed .
revision provides guidance by lilting •. ,
factors that the trustee, at a minimum.
shall consider and weigh. among other
things. In making this selection. Each of
the reasonable number of pos.lble
alternatives Identified should be
evaluated using all relevant factors. but '
the various alternatives conSidered ma)' .
address and balance these factors In
different ways. In practice. the
alternative selected ~y the trustee as the,~

most appropriate might not satisfy all of
the considerations. yet still be "correct" .
for the purposes of the assessment. The ,
trustee. after considering all the relevant
factors. may make a selection that gives
greater weight to some factors over
others. The trustee is required to
explain. In the Report of the
Assessment, the reasoning for giving
greater weight to certain factors over
others.

Factors to Consider: The trustee
shoUld consider all relevant factors in , '7
selecting the most appropriate .' I

alte~ative. Each alternative would be. \(? v\
conSidered to the extent .tbata·· '. ,"\i': ' \'
particuiar factor was relevant tothe.':,~X.;·.) ,
actual situation faced by the trustee.\.\.l?' \i-"
The factors listed In the proposed . \. ' \ ,J
revision a...,;; (1) Terhnical feasibility; (2) ,
the relationship of the expected cosmof , ,' .•
the proposed actions to the expected:'
benefits from the restoration.' ,
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or·
acquisition of equivalent resources; (3)
cost-effectiveness; (4) the results of any
actual or planned response actions; (5)
potential for additional injury resulting
from the proposed actions. Including .
long-term and lndirect impacts. to the 32
lnjured resource or other resources; (6)
the natural recovery period: (7) ability of
the resource to recover with or without
alternative actions; (8) acquisition of
equivalent land for Federal management
where reltoration. rehabilitation. and/or· '
other replacement of land Is not .,' l

pOlsible; (9) potential effects of the" ,
action on human.health and lafety; and '
(10) consistency with applicable Federal
and State laws and policies. Addresllng
these factors. the trustee will evaluate
the list of possible alternatives and the
loss In services associated with each.
and select the alternative that combine.
the most appropriate actions to adopt
for the particular incident. Most of the
considerations are incorporated from
the current rule. and are discussed In
Section n. G. of this preamble. The two
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management or review of actiona
associated with reatoration. or of Qff...i'e
equipment normally involved in regu1arl
agency work being uaed in part for
reatoration. Indirect costa may 81&0
include the admin.ImativemQID~
policy formnlation. and repartl.naCOGtll;.i .~

Instead of computing Indirecl COIla,.a-. i
trustee" agency would be allowed 10: -.1.:
claim an indirect cosl rate for recovery, ~
of indirect coats. Thia recovery of .'.. , .,~
lndire<:t cost. could be baaed upon th.· .··1
trustee agency'l established practl~. .• .~:
The DepartmP..nt notes that rero-veljl ol :j;): i
indirect cost. are beet accompliahed j; 1

where the trustee agency already baa an
established indirect cost rate.

Cost Estimating Methodologies: Also,
by way of guidaoce. the proposed
revision would add a lisl of particuialr '
cost estimating methodologiea. At!. a .!

result of the court's ruling, coats WI'
restoration, rehabilitation. replacement,
and/or acquiSition of equivalent
resources will be a part of the meanre."
of damages in all cases under CFJi/.CLA.
Therefore, truatees will need guidaDca in
how to estimate. and then collect iOl", the
costa of reatoration. rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources in a damage
auesamenLIn moat CllJIell truste.etrwill
need to estimate in advance the total
coats of the .elected altematiw aa
accurately aa pOllible. Therefore, full
descriptions of reliable and accepted
costing methodologies are incladed in
the proposed revision to allow tIultees.
unfamiliar with these procedurea to·
capture an estimate of "total cO&t&.~· In
performing their assessments, trustees
will want to have this kind of expertlae
on their assessment team. This guidance
limply serves to familiarize trustee. -
managers with ilia need.

The Department is proposing to
include specific examples of standard
and accepted cost elltimating practiQs
of the accounting profession that may be
used to determine the direct and indirect
costs of the selected alternative in the
claim for damages. Although their
individual designs may differ, the
purpose of these methodologies. referred
to as "COBt estimating" methodologies. is
to derive the estimate of coats for the
performance of actions within the
selected alternative that will be soU8ht
as part of the claim for damages. The
methodologies range from general to
comprehensive eatimates in which the
level and extent of calculations becomea
progresllively more detailed. The
accuracy of the estimate derived from
the respective methodologies depends
cn the amount and quality of
information available to prepare the
eatimate. The trustee's selection of

conaide.red together. would encompa..
the "groaaly disproportionate"
Witermination suggested by the court.

Cod. 011 a Component ofDamag~.:
The proposed revision describes the
Idnda of items that could be included u
"COlts" to be recovered. i.e.. direGt and
indirect COBta. comparable to the~t
and indirect costa of conducting the
assessment The propoeed revision
deacrlbes methodologiea that the trustee
could uaa to estimate theM dinK:t and
indirect coats to restore, rehabilitate,
replace. and/or acquire the equivalent
resources, based on standard and
accepted accounting practices for
estimating costs. The proposed revision
includea factors for the truatee to use in
aeleding which coet estimating or
valuation methodologies would be beat
for the selected alternative.

Direct costs are those that are
identified by the trulltee as charged
directly to the conduct of the selected
alternative.. Direct costa would include
trustee agency expenaes f~ a specific
action that is a component of the
selected alternative, e.g.. aalariea and
benefits, travel coats, materials and
supplies purchased apecifica.lly for the
implementation of the selected
alternative, equipment lease costa,
building related COlts if a building is
leased or purchased for the lOla purpose
of implementing the selected alternative.
payments for gooda and services
furnished by private companies or other
government agencies under contract
with the trustee agency. Direct costa can
also include all costs ofother entities.
performing actions for the trustee
agency. These costs could include a
contractor's overhead. labor. and
material costs, which the contractor
wo:lid bill directly to the trustee agency.
A trulltee, however, should take into
account the requirements of reasonable
cost when identifying and accounting for
direct costs.

Under the proposed revision.
compensatioh for indirect costs could be
included L'1 the damage claim in one of
two ways. The trustee could either
identify indirect costs or claim a certain
indirect cost rate for expenses. Indirect
costs could be based on costs
associated with a particular action for
restoration. rehabilitation. replacement,
and/or acquisition of equivalent
resources where there is no direct way
to calculate or attribute them to a
particular action or series of actions.
Such indirect costs could include offsite
expenses involved with labor or
materials necessary to restore.
rehabilitate. replace, and/or acquire the
equh"alent resources, such as the part of
an agency's offsite personnel involved in

£actora the court Mid might be
considered are deacrib.d man fuJly
here. "teclwical feaaibUlty" and
"relationahip of COltl to bene-fita."

TeabnicoJ Fea.jbi1.ity.· Tht tn»te.
ahould. determine wh.tbe the aatiou .
couid.end hI each aUemati.. woWd be
techntc:aJly laaaible. a& \bat WIll 18 uaed
wUhi.u & Datural rucJW'Ce damage
allleumenl. Th.e term· "tecbnic:ally
feasible" ia daflned in tb8 type B ru1a at
§ 11.14(lN). In the COIltext of. an.
alternative b l"Utcmttkm.
rehablli&ation. replacement. and/or
~allionof equivalent reaources, the
term would Ine8.tl that the technology
and management &kill, ne<:eaaary to
implement an alternative are well
!mown and that each compwltlIlt or
action of the alternative. baa a
reaonable chanCe. of aucceaafuI
completion in an acceptable period of
time. The trustee is the one who will
maIea the determination of "techni.cally
feasible" on a ca&e-by-eau basis. Thia
determination will be aubjei:t to public
review aa part of the. Assessment Plan.
or separately~ tha public review of the
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan.

&Iationship ofCom to Benefits: The
trustee should consider the relatioDship
of the expected coats of an alternative to
the benefits from. the implementation of
that altemative, both in terms of the
recovery of the re80uree and the
benefita to the public that would result.
Thia GODaideration is n!:lt mtended to be
III lltraigbt coat/benefit analyaia. The
truatee ahould weigh ci:rcumatances
unique to each use.mumt against the
expec1ed.;a£lemative costs. Such
circumstan.ceS might include seasonal
conditions, e.g.. long winters resulting in
a short field sampling aeasop. requiring
extra personnel. overtime. and high
travel coata. All relevant considerations
that might affect. the weighing of costs
and benefits should be taken into
account by the trustee on a case-by-caae
basis. The trustee will document this
consideration within the Restoration
and Compensation Determination Plan
that is subject to public review and
comment.

This determination of the relationship
of costs to benefits is not an attempt to
define in quantita tive te.11IU1. as
suggested by the court. what costs might
be "grossly disproportionate" to the
value of the services lost. Instead. the
proposed revision would require that all
of the various factors listed be
considered by the trustee in selecting
the most appropriate alternatives for
restoration. rehabilitation. replacement,
and/or acquisition of equivalent
resources. These factors. when

?
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methodologies will need to reflect these
factors along with the general
requirement of the rnIe that lelected
88sessment methodologies represent
reasonable costl. Other cost estimating
methodologiel may be appropriate for a
particular action that Is part of the
.elected alternative. Therefore. the
pro'posed revision also Includes an
acceptance criterion that provides for a
trustee to use methodologies other than
those listed In the rnIe so long 88 those
cost estimating methodologies are
standard and commonly accepted
methodologies of cost accounting. The
rationale for the trustee's choice will be
noted In the Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan.

Restoration costs are the preferred
measure of damages. They will normally
be only part of the total damage claim.
The other part will be made up of all
reliably calculated values, including
option and existence values. as
described in Section 1I.D. below. The
court's opinion touched on the
methodologies for such calculations, as
discussed in the followirig section.

C. Hierarchy of Valuation
Methodologies

As initially published, the rule slated
that if the trustee determined that the
market for the injured resoUrce was
"reasonably competitive:' then the
diminution of the market price

. attributable to the discharge or release
should be used to estimate damages. If
the market price methodoiogy was not
appropriate then the rnIe stated that
appraisals should be used to estimate
damages. 0p.1y when neither the market
price nol'~e-appraisal methodologies
were appropriate for the affected
resources being assessed. did the rule
allow the trustee to use nonmarket
valuation methodologies.

The court ruled that the hierarchy. or
ranked order, of valuation
methodologies established in the
original version of the rule Incorrectly
established e strong presumption in
favor of the market price and appraisal
methodologies. The court said that
neither CERCLA nor its legislative
history showed any Congressional
intent to limit use values to market
prices. The court said that the damage
assessment rule should capture fully all
aspects of the public loss,

In response to the Court's ruling. the
requirement for choice according to a
hierarchy of valuation methodologies is
being removed. The trustee may now
select among the methodologies-or
combination of methodologies-to
estimate the economic value of the
services provided by the injured natural
resources before the Injury. In removing

the hierarchy requlrement for use of
various methodologies. the Department
Is not Implying that all valuation
methodologies are equally reliable or
applicable. Depending on the data
available and the nature of the Injury,
different methodologies may be more or
leu reliable. The trustee will briefly

. state his rationale for his choice of any
methodology In the Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan that
Is a part of the overall Assessment Plan.

In caSBS where the full value of a
natural resource Is captured by a
competitively detenr.ined market price.
the Department considers the market
price methodology to be the most
reliable valuation method. The mere
presence of a competitive market does
not, however. ensure the price will
"capture fully" the value of the resource.
Where the trustee determines that this is
the case. the nonmarketed
methodologies may be used. If nonuse
values are significant, the only way to
quantify these values explicitly is to use
the contingent valuation methodology
(CVM). CVM is the only nonmarket
valuation methodology currently
available that is capable of explicitly
estimating nonuse values. Thus. for the
case of a competitively-sold natural
resource with significant nonuse values.
the CVM. possibly used in conjunction
with the market price methodology.
could be used to estimate the value
compensable to the public. When ,
nonuse values are not significant. the
most reliable valuation methodoiogy to
employ for competitively-sold natural
resources may be the market price
methodology;

Use value damages may be measured
using valuation methodologies. known
as "revealed preference" methodologies.
that are based on observing changes in
human behavior and/or actual market
transaction data resulting from the
injured natural resources (e.g., travel
cost model, hedonic pricing. etc.,
described in the preamble to the August
1986 type B rule). The most common
revealed preference valuation
methodologies are the market price
methodology, land appraisals, factor
income methodology, travel cost
analysis. and hedonic price analysis.
Generally. it is thought that if a value
can be quantified using revealed
preference methodologies. assuming the
needed set of observable data is
available, then it is a use value: if it
cannot be quantified that way, then it is
a nonuse value.

The contingent valuation methodology
is not a revealed preference
methodology, but it also can be used to
quantify use values. The trustee would
be free to select any of the listed

'19159

methodologies for quantifying use
values so long as he explains hi.
selection In the Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan. The
fact that a use value can be measured
using revealed preference
methodologies Is not a requirement that
aU use values must be quantified using
revealed preference methodologies. The
trultee should select the most reliable
methodology for quantifying economic
value, while at the same lime.
considering cost effectiveness in
applying the methodology and the need
to complete the assessment at a
reasonable cost.

The proposed revision would group
the various valuation methodologies by
the type of values to be determined and
the type of methodology available to .
determine that type ofvalue. This
grouping lists both marketed and
nonmarketed methodologies that are
available to determine use values. The
grouping also reflects the fact that the
only methodology currently available to
determine nonuse values is the CVM. A .
further discussion of the CVM can be ~

found in Section 1I.H. of this preamble.
For estimating use and nonuse values,

the trustee should consider the types of
economic values involved and the
reliability of different valuation
methodologies when selecting an overall
economic valuation strategy. Once the
choice is made. the rationale for the
choice would be documented in the
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan.

D. Resource Values

Another issue upon which the type B
rule was remanded for revision was the
limitation on the recovery of nonuse
values. The court said that all reliably
calCulated values of the resource,
including option and existence values,
should be recoverable. keeping in mind
the proscription in CERCLA that the
trustee may not double count.

The rule as it exists already allows for
computation of use and nonuse values
by various economic methodologies.
Their use continues to be allowed under
this proposal for valuation of lost
services during the period of time
between the spill or release and the
recovery of the resource. The court
decision upheld uses of the various
economic methodologies already
described in the rule. Thus. the revised
rule continues its description of how
L~ese methodologies work.

The proposed revision would add a
new term. compensable value. to stand
for the combination of resource value
determinations that will go to make up
the damage claim in addition to
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restoration costs. Compensable value
cncompaucs aU of tbe public economic
values aasociated with an iniUled
ruource. including UJle valuel and
n0nuae values such sa optian. exiatlll1C&,
and bequest valueL Natuml reaourcu ..
haw public economic v.l1ol8 becaUn.of
the variety of lervicea they provida to
the public. lOeK servicea includa
"pauive" or "non-cowrumptive'· u.aea.
When Witurar reaourees are injured. the.
flow ofaervicu they provide ia apt to be
dilmpted, thereby re.uIting in acaoomic
demngc Compensabla value Ia a dollar
measure of thia damage.

The concept of compenaable "alue
allows foe many different reasoDJI why
the public may value natural
resources-including reasons nat
represented by market prices. For
example. ~me individuala might be
willing to pay to avoid an injury to a
favorite recreation area. Othera may be
willing to pay to avoid the Iosa
asaociated with knowing wildlife were
injured. evan though they will never
visit the injured area.. 'nia willingnus to
pay by people who will never visit the
area ia a IlOI1l1Ie vaIue.11 ia the natural
reaource tmstee who recovers on behalf
of the public for these louea, rather than

. the indiriduaI penon. The term
compenaable value incorpoiatea a wide
spectrum. of valuea. and 14inteD.ded to
add:reu the court'. ruling that option
and existence values may be included
asa~of~~ '.

The rule IIUbdividea compen.able
value into two parts: uae valu,u and
nonuse valuea. Ule values refer to
economicvaluea that arlee becauae of
direct public~f the reaoun:e or the
MJVi.cea that a reaource provide-. Some
examplea of use values include on-site
recreation of an typa, including
hunting. fishing. wildlife viewing. hiking.
camping, driving for plaasure. etc.:
extractive uaea of natural ruourcea.
including energy production and mining;
use of renewable natural resources to
produce products such aa timber. fish, or
agricultural products; UJlea of stream
flowl for irrigation. municipal and
indu.atrial water supplies, and for power
generation: and transportation services
provided by navigation over public
waterways.landa. or ainpace.

Nonuse values are the difference
between compensable value and use
values, This concept of nonuse values is
being used because there are many
categories of nonuse values that have
not been consistently defined. Any
attempt to categorize explicitly different
types of nonuse value would involve
arbitrarily lelecting a single defInition.
In contrast. almost all economists accept
that the difference between

compensable value and use value
represents DOIlU8e value. As a practical
matter, lila usually nnt necessary to
subdivide among the various types of
nonusa values. Included in the definition
of IWnUle values are the concepti.
commonly referred to al exiatenca
valua, bequest value. preservation
value. and intrinsic value, which are
discusaed in the preambla of th4l Auaual
1986 type B rule. At preJen1. thare i&
controversy over whather option value
Is more accurately considered a use or
nonuse value. Regardleu of il& category;
if it ia applicable. it is clearly a part of
compeI1&able value.

Althoogh nonuae values can
theoretically exist for any natural
resource. they are most significant for
irrevenible or long-laating changa to
well-known, unique natural relourceL

For envirolllIllffits that qUicldy recovtt to
the baseline condition followiDg a
di~ or release, nonuse valua mar
not normally be significant AIm. an
iDj'llry to a common natural resource
with many mbatitut.eB (e.g.. a typi.cal
smallltream}. may not generate large
nonuse values. particalariy for thoaa
residing outside the area where the
Injury occurred, even if the leCOYe1'Y

. take.. a long time. Howner. a
permanent injury to a unique relKJ1Jn:e
(e.g•• the Gnnd Qmyon} IDaJ generate
significaDt nonuse Yalue.. eveD for tho.e
residing in areas far removed
geographically from the aite where the·
LTljary occurred. Tro~tee; might beitt
substantiat& their cJainuJ fot' Ioet normae
value&-;:umictdarfJ 88 they relabtta
persons who do not directly tmt~

injured resource-by demonatrating
irreversible, orT~ long-lasting.
adverse impacts tet unique. widely
recognized natural retl~.

For a situation where there are
lignificant use and significant nonuse
values potentially at stake. the trustee
may wish to ftrst quantify the lost use
values using either a marketed or
nonmarketed method. He may then wiah
to quantify the total compensable value
(use plus nonuse}, using CVM. This dual
quantification of use value may help
increase the reliability of the assessment
because the estimate of use values
would not become solely tied to a CVM
based estimate where use and nonuse
are estimated simultaneously. If this
dual quantification approach is adopted,
the trustee would subtract the
previously detennined use values from
the total estimated compensable value
in order to arrive at a separate estimate
of the nonuse component of the total
compensable value.

Compell&able value continues to have
two important limitations. First, adverse

effects on human health could not ba
included within compensable value
because they IlN DOt covered u.ndc.r th~·

natural talouree dam.ase liability
proviaiona of CERCLA. Second. ,:'
tompenJl&bla value would not incIwia '" ;.,
any prlnta economic damagel reIaw(~. ,. .
to the RCondary or Indirect economic', '
effecla on individuals, bUlinaiae.t. or
other non-govenuneDtal organjntiQua
auocWed with a di.acharge or 1'1!~
aDd the aaaoclatad cleanup lJdivitiaL::
For ex.ample. an oil Ipill may ba"..
regional economic impects that ClHWe

some private buaineaaes to grow (~
charter boats for cleanup) and others lot
diminish (e.g~ resort hotels). Although
private individua13 might gain or lou
money as a result of thete activities. the
loues cannot be includt!d in
compensable value- because they all: DOt
covered in the natnral rellourte
provmona of CERCLA. Only 10lSH
related to the pnblic'. use of the iJIjmed
resource, or the aeMas provided by tbIl
resource. are included in compen~
"Cl1ue.

£. Scope ofPublic Ownership

The court asked for a c1arifu:atioa of
the Department's views on the extent to
which the IUrttIra1 resource dam~
aSBeSBtnent rule applies to natural
resources that are privately awned. .
Commenterll to the Department an thfir
rnlemaking offered no previously
validated criteria or readily trmufurable
procedure for such determination.
Several commenters said that trustees
must have the flexibility to determine
the scope of their trusteeship on a caae
by-case basil. Therefore. the proposed
revision In response to the court's
concern directs the trnstee. or co
trnstees. to state briefly the authority Car
asserting trnsteeship. or co-trnsteeahip,
in the Aaaeaament Plan. and alao in the
Notice ofIntent to perform an
assessment that is sent to the potentiaIIy
responsible party. In describing the
natural resources of concern to the
trustee. the trustee will cite the relevant
treaty or other provision of interna tional
law, conatitution. statute, common law.
regulation. order. deed or other
conveyance, permit. or agreement
pro....iding the basis for the trnsteeship.
This authority statement within the
Assessment Plan. which is available for
public review and comment, will enable
an early notice to the public as to the
trustee's assertion of trnateeship, Thia
statement in the Notice of Intent to
Perform an Assessment will also serve
to inform the potentially responsible
pa:ty of the various agencies involved w
an a&aessment and of their natural
reiOUrce concerns.

.'~..".
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G. Facto1'8 to Consider in Selecting
Alternatives

Section lIB. above notell factora
to consider in selecting the actiona that
will comprise the truatee's selected
alternative for n!Storation,
rehabilitation. repl~nt.md/or
acquisition of ei:;uivalent of the injured
resoureell. Two of those factors were
recommended by the court and were
detailed in Section ll.B. Several other
factors represent considerations already
inherent in the existing rule. There are
other considerations ~ selecting an
alternative. IUch as:

Cost-effectiveness: Cost-effectivenes1l
is defmed in the damage assessment
rule as achieving an objective with the
least expenditure of financial or other
assets. Cost-effectiveness generally
means that whenever the same or II

similar benefit can be obtained in
several ways' the least costly means of
obtaining that benefit is selected. Cost
effectiveness is not Intended to be used'
as a measure to select between
alternatives or actions that provide very J

different levels of benefits at different
costs.

Response Actions: The law and the
existing rule provide that natural
resource damages are for injuries

purpose of !lcoping the ASlHlllment ptan )
to ensure that the aSle1lllment wntbe I'. "1M
performed at a reasonable cmt. The 'tlA1'-- V
proposed revision would provide
guidance to the truste1! to make this
preliminary estimate at the allsellsment
planning stage, although the e,timate
may be reviled as the assessment .

.< proceedll. The trnlltee would make- this
preliminary '"back-of-the-envelope"
estimnte based on existing infunnation.
The trustee would include this Mtimlltt'l
in the Report of the AUe1lsment at1h•.
end of the assessment. .

Statute ofLimitations: With respect to
the period in which actions may be
brought for natural resource damages:
section 113(g) of CERCLa provides that
• • • no action may be commenced Cor
damagea' •• unlu. that action it
commenced within 3 years after the later<Jf
the following:

(A) The date of the discovery of the lOllS
and its connection with the release In
question.

(B) The date on which regulation1l81"e
promulgated under section 301(c).

For the purposes of the statute of
limitations encompassed by (B), the
"date on which regulations are
promulgated" is the date upon which
both sections of the rule. type A and
type B. including the court-ordered
revisions. become effective as a final
rule.

controlled by." and thus covet'S a broad
range of government Interest In MtuTal
resourcell on behalf of the public.
Pursuant to that language. general
sources of authority for recovery under
the Nle could include. but not
necessarily be limited to. relevant treaty
or other provision of intematlonallaw,
constitution. statute, common law,
regulation. order. deed or other
conveyance. permit, or agreement.

The statutory phrase "belonging to"
connotes ownership and would cover
government-owned landa. lUI well as
resources affixed. i.e., permanently
attnched. to such lands. However, the
remaining terms. "managed by. held in
trust by, appertaining to. or otherwise
controlled by." ensure a wide range of
legitimate government interest in natural
resources that may, in fact. be held In
private ownership.

F. Other Sigmficant Revisions

Needfor preliminary estimate: One
other revision is related to the way the
Department is proposing to amend the
rule in accordance with the court's
ruling that restoration costs be the
preferred measure of damages. As
described in section IlB. above. the
Department is proposing to remove the
requirement that the tNstee base his
damage determination on the lesser of
restoration costs or the" diminution in
use values. This "lesser of" requirement
was contained in the Economic
Methodology Determination of § 11.35.
The Economic Methodology
Determination in the existing rule served
two purposes: (1) To establish the
method of determining damages to be
used in conducting the assessment: and
(2) to assist in ensuring that the
assessment as plarmed could be
performed at a reasonable cost.
Although the "lesser of' requirement
would be removed. it is still important to
plan for an assessment that could be
performed at a reasonable cost.
Therefore. it would still be necessary for
the trustee to develop a preliminary
estimate of damages that may prove to
be recoverable before he begins the
development of an Assessment Plan.
This preliminary estimate would help to
stNcture the Injury Determination.
Quantification. and Damage
Determination phases of the assessment.

Thus, the proposed revision keeps the
idea that the trustee must develop a
preliminary estimate of the anticipated
costs of restoration, rehabilitation.
replacement. andIor acquisition of
equivalent resources and the
compensable value of the loot services
resulting from the discharge or release.
The trustee uses this "preliminary
estimate of damages'Ysolely for the ?

On the iSfJue of the scope of public
ownership of natural resources. the
court did not dispute the rule, but asked
the Deparlm€nt for Mits consideration
and explanation" of the Nle insofar as it
may extend to natural resources not
"owned" by a government entity. The
court concluded that CERCLA. primarily
the definition of natural resources, and
its legislative history mean that purely
private resources are excluded from the
natural resource damage provisions..
CERCLA defmell natural resources 8S

"land, fish, wilrllife. biota, air. water.
ground water. drinking water supplies,
and other such resources belonging to.
managed by. held In tNst by,
appertaining to. or otherwise controlled
by" the United States. any State or local
government. any foreign government. or
any Indian tribe. or, if such resources
are subject to a tNst restriction on
alienation. any member of an Indian
tribe. The court noted that the rule
defmes the term "natural resources"
consistent with the statutory defmition
found in section 101(16) of CERCLA.

The court ,looked at the preamble to
the final type B role that said "Section
101{16) of CERCLA clearly indicates that
privately-owned natural resources are
not to be included in natural resource
damage u8essments'; (54 FR 27696). The .
court understood the Department's oral
argument to suggest that a substantial
degree of government regulation.
management. or other form of control
over natural resources could be
sufficient to make the natural resource
damage provisions apply to such
resources in certain circumstances. The
court did not c,all for any changes in the
defmition of: ntural resources in the
Nle itself. However, the court suggested
that it would be too narrow a reading of
the statute to prohibit recovery for
publicly-managed natural resources that
were privately o"-'11ed. Thus. the court
asked the Department to clarify whether
the application of the rule might extend
to lands not owned by a government
entity.

In response. the Department notes
that it had not meant to suggest that
recoveriea under the rule hinge solely on
ownership or exercise of a formal
document transferring the property to a
government entity. The Department used
in its rule the CERCLA definition of
natural res:Jurces that provides for
various degreell of government
regulation. management or other form of
control over the natural resources to
make the CERCl..A natural resource
damage provisions applicable. The Nle
repeats the statutory language of
"belonging to. managed by, held in trust
by. appertaining to. or otherwise
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residual to those Injurle. that may be
mitigated In the response action. In
some In.tances it may be necessary to
anticipate an eventual or continued
responae or remedial action in planning
a natural resource damage 8uellmen!,
In addition. the damag81 include . .
compensation for the 10lt lamces from
the time of the Injury caused by the
discharge or release until resource
recovery relults from actions to restore.
rehabilitate. replace. and!or acqu.i.nl
equivalent resources.

Additional Injury: Actions to carry out
a proposed alternative could in
themselves result in additional injury to
the injured resource or to other
resources. The trustee should consider
whether the actions for restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement, and!or
acquisition of equivalent resources
would result in an.unreasonable amount
of long-term and indirect impacts on
other resources.

Ability of the Resource to Recover:
The trustee should consider the ability
of the injured resom:ee to recover
naturally and!or with assistance by
various actions. This consideration
encompasses whether all important and
measurable services of the lost or
injured resources are being restored.

Recovery Period: The trustee should
estimate the time necessary for
recovery. both without restorstion
efforts beyond the removal or remedial

.·action and normal management
practices. and with alternative actions
to restore. ~habilitate.replace. andior
acquire eqUivalent resources. The
trustee should then consider the extent
to which.~ alternative would lessen
the perioci~f"recoveryof the resource
and its services when compared to the
estimated period of natural recovery
absent any actions on the part of the
trustee. This recovery period will be
detennined according to the facts of the
given site or incident situation.

Federal Land Acquisition: Federal
trustees should generally consider first
restoration. rehabilitation. or
replacement acticns. looking to the
acquisition of land to carry out some
'component of a possible alternative
when restoration. rehabilitation. or
replacement ere not feasible. This
consideration would apply only to
acquisition of land by Federal trustees.

Human Health and Safety: The
trustee should consider whether any
actions of the alternative under
consideration would be likely to have
any adverse impact on human health
and safety.

Other Laws and Policies: The trustee
should look to applicable Federal and
State law or policy, including his own
agency's mandates. to ensure that the

alternative III consistent with any
directivel and policies concerning
administration of his program. and
responsibilities. A potentiai conflict
would have to be considered and
resolved U that alternative were to be
.elected.

H. Considerations in uRing the
Contingent Valuation Methodology
(CVM)

Compensable value. discussed in
Section II.D. of this preamble. includes .
both use and nonuse values. The Court
ruled that CVM Is a "best available
technology." For nonrnarketed use
values. such as those associated with
publicly provided outdoor recreation.
CVM, when properly applied. has
produced values comparable to values.
based on "revealed preference"
methods.

It is difficult to get a consensus on the
reliability of CVM. It may be much
hardl!r to set up a hypothetical market
for nonuse values. such as a unique
recreational opportunity that
respondents have never taken or the
existence of an endangered species they
will never see. than it is to set up a
hypothetical market for resource use
opportunities with which respondents
are quite familiar. It is currently difficult
to get a consensus as to whether it is
possible to set up hyp'Jt~eticalmarkets

. to measure nonuse values to the same
degree that is possible 10 define existing
markets to determine use values
compared to the reliability of values
based on the revealed preference
approaches. A body of research
comparing nonuse values to values
based on revealed preference
approaches does not yet exist to the
same degree as for CVM use values.
Thus. it is more difficult to evaluate the
reliability of CVM nonuse values.
compared to use values. It is because of
this that the Dep~rtmenthas
characterized CVM, when used to
dete!'IDine nonuse values. as the "least
reliable method.

Nevertheless. CVM is the only method
currently available for estimating
nonuse values. A trustee should. at the
outaet of a damage assessment.
determine whether nonuse values are
likely to be a significant part of
compensable value. As noted In Section
lIn.. the magnitude of the injury, its
irreversible or long-term effects, the
uniqueness of the resources involved.
and other such factors are likely to be
important in this determination.

In order to help the troJstee in the
application of CVM. the following books
may be of assistance: Cummings.
Donald G.. Brookshire. David S.. and
Schulze. WilHam D.: Valuing

Environmental Goods: An Assessment·
of the Contingent Valuation Method:'·'
Rownan &: Allanheld: Totowa. NJ (1
and Mitchell. Robert C.• and Carton, ;
Richard T.; Using Surveys to Value . (.
Public Goods: The Contingent Valu.
Method: Resources for the Future;··;
Washington. DC (1989). .:~

The trustee should always attempt tl'i
use the most' reliable method to estima'
the dollar value of all the componena'
compensable value. The propoaed .~~,
revision makes a distinction between' \
the methodologies listed for determJning~
use and nonuse values. In the
Department's view, the reliability of
CVM varies greatly. and is dependent' ':·;Ct·
upon the type of values quantified. ; ~,,,, .
When CVlvl is used to quantify use . '.;~;ifj:
values alone, it is judged to be just as . ~ 1~'
reliable as the other nonmarket ."f~
valuation met?0doI6gies. When ,CVM is' ';:li:'.
used to quantify use values alone. the ~

survey population would normally .. -.~

consist of actual users of the resource. ··!r'
Use val~e estimates based on general: : .:@I
population surveys would be consldered'~:':
in the least reliable category when .. ~'!J
survey respondents are asked to .. '::~.
allocate a portion of their bid to nonuse - '. I
values. When CYM is used to quantify. . . "
either nonuse alone or use plus nonuse ~. I
values. it is in the least reliable category ::"' I
of the other nonmarketeu valuation '~··l
methods. As the state of the art·1;
advances. GYM estimates of nonuse ':. :
values may become more reliable. !
Although any estimates of nonuse will !
generally be less reliable than
corresponcing estimates of use values.
the Department recognizes that CVM Is
the only method available to determine
explicitly nonuse values.

m. Annotated List of Sections to be
Revised

Section 11.13 would be revised to
state that the Damage Determination
phase includes guidance on determining
damages based on the costs of
restoration, rehabilitation. replacement,
and!or acquisition of equivalent .
resources. plus the compensable value.

Section 11.14{qq) would be revised to
replace the reference to the Restoration
Methodology Plan with a reference to
the Restoration end Compensation
Determination Plan.

Section 11.15(a}{3}{ii) would be
revised to include the costs of planning
and undertaking the restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and!or
acqt:isition of equivalent resources
among recoverable damages.

Section 11.30{c}{l) would be revised to
include the costs of making the
preliminary estimate of damages among
recoverable assessment costs.



Section 11.31(aj(2/ would be revised
to include the trustee', statement of
authority for 8111erting trusteeship in the
Asaessment Plan.

Section 1I.31(c){2/. referring to the
Economic Methodology Detennlnation.
would be removed.

Section lU1./cj(4) would be added to
include the Re.toration and
Compensation Determination Plan of
§ 11.81 in the Assessment Plan.

SectiOR 1L.32[a){2) would be revised
to include the trustee'. statement of
authority for asserting trusteeship in the
Notice of Intent wPerform an
Assessment that is sent to the
potentially responsible party.

Section 11.32{f)(2) would be revised to
remove the reference to the Economic
Methodology Determination of the old
§ 11.35.

Section 11.32(fl{3j would be revised to
include the trustee's statement of
authority for assertmg trusteeship in the
Assessment Plan.

Section 11.35 would be revised to
remove the Economic Methodology
Detennination (the "lesser of'
requirement). This laIiguage would be
replaced with the preliminary estimate
of damages, in which the trustee would
make a preliminary estimate of the costs
of restoration. rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources and compensable
value.

Section 11.8O(d)(l) would be revised
to replace the reference to the
Restoration Methodology Pian with the
reference to the Restoration and .
Compensation Determination Plan and
to replace the phrase "Use value
methodology~with "Valuation
methodol.~.

Section 11.71(0)(2) would be revised
to delete the reference to Llte Economic
Methodology Determination.

Section 11.71(1)(4) would be revised to
restate that baseline data are needed for
reswration. rehabilitation. replacement,
and/or acquisition of equivalent
resources efforts and for calculation of
compensable value.

Section 11.72 (b)(4) would be re'liised
to remove the reference to the Economic
Methodology Determination.

Section 11.73(0) would be revised to
replace the reference to the old § 11.81
with the reference to the revised § 11.82
and to replace "restoration" with
"restoration. rehabilitation. replacement.
and/or acquisition cf equivalent
resources."

Sections 11.80.11.81.11.82. and 11.83
would be replaced with new sectior,s
providin,g guidance on determining
damages besed on the cost of
restoration, rehabilitation. replacement.
and/or acquisition of equivalent

resources, plus comperusble value. (See
Section III of this preamble.)

Section l1.l'O would incorporate
referencee to the new materials and
organiution of U 11.61,11.82. and 11.63.

Section 11.81 would be revised to calI
for the development of the Restoration
and Compensation Determination Plan
that ia part of the Asseurnent Plan. The
truatee would list in the Reltoration and
Compensation Determination Plan a
reasonable number of possible
alternative actioIll to re.tore,
rehabilitate. replace. and/or acquire the
equivalent of the injured re80urc~

identify the alternative selected.; and
Identify the methodologies to be 't!sed to
estimate the costs and compensable
value. Provisions would also be made
for the public review of the Restoration
and Compensation Determination Pian
for time. when that plan cannot be
made available with the rest of the
Assessment Plan.

Section 11.82 would describe the
phrase alternative for restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources and
would give: (1) Guidance on the
development and selection of the
alternative; and (2) guidance on .
estimating the loss of services and
period of recovery associated with each
possible alternative.

Section 11.83 would be revised to
combine consideration and estimation
of the costs of restoration. rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition of
eQuivalent resources and compensable
value into one-unit. This section would
give guidance on the types of costs (Le.,
direct and indirect) to include in the
damage estimate and guidance on
methodologies the trustee may use to·
estimate those costs. This section would
also describe the term "compensable
value" to include use and nonuse values.
to allow recovery of the total value lost
to the public.

Section 11.84. implementation
guidance. would be revised to reflect the
determination of damages based on the
estimated costs of restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources plus
compensable value.

Section 11.90 would be revised to
replace the reference to the Restoration
Methodology Plan with a reference to
the Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan.

Section 11.91 would be revised to
establish the time period within which
natural resource damage actions may be
brought.

Section 11.92 would be revised to
replace references to "restoration"
actions with actions for restoration.

.\ ~

rehabilitation. replacement. a:tJJ.i/or
acquisition of equivalent reloureea.

Section 11.93 would be revl.ed to
reflect the use of IUIDa recovered to
restore or replace the injured reeource
and the services It provided prior to the
discharge or releaae.

W.Re~n~toCmmmems

A. Gf!neral

The Advance Notice of Proposed .
Rulemaking {ANPRM) published in ..
Federal Register by the Department On
September Z2, 1989. requested commenti
on L~e follOY-ring kinds of questions to
assist in carrying out the court ordered
revisions: (1) What possible
considerations might trigger the use of a
measure of damages other than
restoration costs; (2) should the rule
provide criteria and. if so, what criteria
might be used to determine whether
restoration is "technically feasible;H (3)
should the rule define the term "grossly
disproportionate" and. if so, how; (4)
how much guidance should. the rule
include and what would be possible
selection criteria to make available to
the trustee in selecting the most
appropriate methodology to determine
lost use values; (5) what available
systems for classifying resource uses
exist. as to use and nonUse, et~, which
would also aid the trustee to avoid
double counting; and (6) what degree
and type of management. regnlation.
control. or property interest might make
natural resources subject to the
provisions of CERCLA for the purposes
of enabling public trustees to recover
damages for injuries to such resources!

The comments received in respoIlJe to
these q\lestions covered a wide range of
issues and points of view. Few
comments. however. had specific
technical suggestions or language that
could be used in the revision of the rule.
Although there is no consensus among
the commenters on any of the issues
being considered in -the revision. most of
the commenters expressed the opinion
that the decisions concerning "grossly
disproportionate" and "technically
infeasible" should be left to the
judgment of the trustee on a case-by
case basis. Differing points of view were
expressed on whether guidance should
be provided to the trustee in either the
preamble or the rule itself.

The issue of the economic
methodologies resulted in a split of
opinion among the commenters. Some
commenters said that the trustee should
be free to choose among the list
provided in the current rule. Others felt
that there should be criteria or guidance
given in the rule to guide trustees in



their decialona all to which
methodologiea ahould be ulled in a
particular aituation.

On thellllue of the application of the
rule to natural resources not "owned"
by a government entity, commentII aillo
represented a apllt of opinion aa to ','
whether guidance or criteria IIhould be

,given to trustees.
Finally, many commenters provided

extenaive suggestions concerning
criteria and/or guidance on the use of
contingent valuation methodology in a
natural resource damage assessment. a
subject which was not an issue in the
court remand.

B. Restoration Costs as Measure of
Damages

'--

The court's decision established
restoration costs as the preferred
measure of damages in a natural
resource damage assessment. However.
the court suggested that there might be
times when the trustee could use a
different measure of damages; "
Therefore. in the ANPRM of September
22, 1989, the Department asked what
possible considerations might trigger the
use of a measure of damages other than
restoration costs in various stages of an
assessment. Commenters presented a '
broad range of opinions on what those
factors might include.

All of the commenters either stated or
implied that there might be times when
a trustee would not be able to use
restoration costs as the measw.-e of
damages. When commenters directly
addressed the issue of what
considerations.might trigger the use of a
differentm~e of damages, they ,
basically discussed whether to give the
trustee specific criteria in the rule itself,
or to give no guidance. Quite a few of
the commenters said that the decision as
to the measure of damage should be
made on a case-by-case basis by the
trustee based on best professional
judgment. with no guidance or criteria
given in the rule.

Other commenters said that some
guidance or criteria are needed within
the rule because a rebuttable
presumption will be granted to the
assessment. These commenters listed
certain factors that should be
considered by a trustee: the degree to
which the restoration actions would
shorten the rate of recovery: the
feasibility, utility, and cost of restoration
actions; the degree to which restoration
actions would avoid injury or
destruction of other resources and
significant risks to human health and the
environment; the degree to which
substitute resources nearby would
lessen the need for total restoration: and

whether the restoration actions arc
"reasonable."

Some of the conunenters who said
that restoration COlltS IIhould be the
measure of damages said that although
the Department might develop or
auggellt some exceptions to that '
measure, these exceptions should never
be allowed in cases where: (1) There is
willful misconduct or negligence on the
part of the PRP, or (2) where "special"
resources, i.e.• resources that have been
identified for special protection. have
been Injured. Another conunenter said
that the trustee should be required to
always base a natural resource damage
assessment on restoration costs, or lose
the benefit of the rebuttable
presumption. even if the trustee found
that restoration was impossible.

Response: The court said that
restoration costs are to be the preferred
measure of damages under CERCLA and
the Clean Water Act. but suggested that
there inight be situations where ,
"exceptions" to this measure would be
warranted. After careful consideration
of CERCLA. the court decision. and the
comments received. the Department
finds that exceptions to this preferred
measure of damages are not needed.
The law requires sums recovered as
damages for injuries to natural
resources to be used "only to restore.
replace, or acquire the equivalent of
such resources" (CERCLA 107(£)(1)).
Therefore, within the rule. the term
"restoration" includes restoration or '
rehabilitation. as well as replacement or
acquisition of equivalent resources. So
long as the term "restoration" is always
understood to include also "replacement
or acquisition of the equivalent," there
would alweys be some part of the
trustees' work effort that will constitute
"restoration." Thus. there is no need for
"exceptions" to the use of restoration
costs as the preferred mea£ure of
damages. The proposed revision uses
the phrase restoration, rehabilitation,
replacement. andlor acquisition of
equivalent resources to reinforce the
idea that the possible alternatives would
include a mixture of all actions.

Putting this idea in terms of trustee
actions. the trustee will be looking at a
range of possible alternatives that could
restore or replace the resource. and the
services provided by that resource to the
public or to other resources before the
discharge or release in question. To do
this, the trustee considers allowing the
resource to recover naturally, with a
minimal amount of trustee management
action; the trustee considers intensive
restoration or replacement actions that
would bring the injured resource and its
services back to baseline in a shorter
period of time than natural recovery

would take: and. the trustee considers "
replacement or acquisition of equivalent:.'
resources in cases where the injured. ';
resource cannot be restored. (In actual m
practice. the trulltees' choices will likely ,
be combinations of these actlonll.) ..
Whatever the case, there will belloms ~.

restoration costs. and. therefore. there",;
need be no exception to the rule that /" ~
restoration costs form the preferred, .
measure of damages. Even if the truSUl8 ,
were to choose natural recovery:' .:,
restoration costs would cover whatever: io\,'

minimal management actions were
appropriate (e.g.• preventing public "
access, or monitoril'lg the condition of
the resource).

The total bill for damages will include
the costs of the selected alternative for ,
restoration. rehabilitation, replacement.'
and/or acquisition of equivalent .
resources added to a dollar figure
computed for the compensable value of
the services lost to the public for the ..
period of the recovery-whether a ,
natural recovery, which might be longer.. ,
or an assisted recovery, which might be
shorter. If the selected alternative· ,,'
encompasses minimal restoration
activities and a long recovery period.
the value of lost services, in most cases.
would form a higher proportion of.the , '~
total damages claimed. If the selected "
alternative includes maximum' ,.
restoration activities and a shorter

-recovery period. then the value of lost
services. in most cases, would be a
smaller proportion of the total damages.
in each instance. both restoration costs
and compensable value will be
represented.

The revised rule would instruct the
trustee to select the most appropriate
method of restoring or replacing the
resource and its services, based upon,
several considerations. The kinds of
concerns expressed by the commenters
are included in these selection factors.
For example. factors the trustee would
now consider in evaluating a particular
alternative would include: the technical
feasibility of the alternative; the extent
to which the alternative is likely to
reduce the recovery period: whether the
estimated cost of the alternative would
be proportionate to the expected
benefits to the resource and to the
public; the possibility of the alternative
itself having an adverse impact on
resources that have been set aside for
special protection; applicability of any
oll:1er statute to resources affected by ,
the proposed restoration alternative;
and other considerations that might be
applicable to that resource. (See section
n. B. of this preamble.)

The trustee, using his expertise and
best professional judgment. and '

I
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a'pplylng factors such aa those above,
will be able to detennlne the most
appropriate course of action to restore
or replace the Injured resource and the
services It provides to the public. The
selection of the alternative would be
nbject to public review when the
Restoratlon and Compensation
Determination Plan Is published for
public review and comment.

C. Technically Feasible

In the ANPRM of September 22, 1989.
the Department asked if the revised rule
should give criteria on the subject of
whether restoration is "technically
feasible" and. if 10, what criteria might
be used.

The majority of the commenters said
that the determination of "technically
feasible" should be left to the Judgment
of the trustee on acase-by-ease basis.'
Some of these commenters said that
there should not be guidance or criteria
in the rule. Other commenters said that .
there should be specific guidance given

.~.!i within the rule on "technically feasible.~' .
01! Other commenters lIu.agested specific

.+. revislonll to the current definition of the
§. term "technically feasible."J Response: The Department agrees that
l determination of technical feasibility
.~ should continue to be left to the tnlstee
.. in the proposed revision. The rulet " already defines the term "technically

:~t '. - feallible." at § 11.14(qq). Within the rule.
~. ..' the term means that the technology and
~; .management IIkills necessary to .

, implement an assessment are well '.'. .
'. kncYt.'Il and that each eteJ;llent oi the .

plan has a reasonable chance of· .
succeslful completion in an acceptable .
period of tiIpe,. 'Fhe proposed revision
would not~ge that definition.
Technical feasibility depends upon site
specific circumstances. Therefore. the
Department can only give a generic

. definition that the tnllltee must apply in
each instance.

D. Grossly Disproportionate

In the ANPRM of September Z2. 1989,
the Department asked whether or not
the rule should define the term "grossly
disproportionate" and, if 110, how should
It be defined. The court decision had
suggested a factor of three times the
value of the loss in use as the area
where restoration costs could be viewed
as disproportionate.

Almost all commenters said there
should be no numeric factor such as that
lIuggested by the court for detennining
when restoration costs are "grossly
disproportionate" to the value of the
services of the resource that ere lost to
the public. Many of these commenters
said that "grossly disproportionate"
should be determined by the best

professional judgment of the troltee on a Reasonableness Is not listed in the '
case-by-case basis, with no guidance or proposed'revlsion as a leparate factor to
criteria given In the rule. Some said consider, since all of the factora listed .
costs should be reasonable. On the other should enter Into the tnlstee's
hand, several commenters said that declalonmaking as to the
some guidance should be given within "reasonableness" of the selected ..
the rule. ' alternative. Overall. the guidance in the '

A few commenters said that a proposed revision is intended to aid the
numeric factor might be helpful. One tru.stee in making reasonable choices. .
comrnenter suggested a sliding scale using hill best judgement In light of the .
where the factor by which restoration various clrcum!tances of the particular .
costs are multiplied decreasell as the case. Trustee decisions and the .: ' .
magnitude of damages Increases. An justification for them appear in the '.~ .,'
alternative approach auggested by some Restoration and Compensation .. ,
comrnenters would be to use a Determination Plan to be published for'
"reasonableness" standard, with a public comment. ... ~ .
"grossly disproportionate"
detenninatiori used only to determine E. Economic Methodologies'
when costs would be prohibitive. Some In the ANPRM of September 22. 1989, : .'
commenters said that. if the Department the Department asked how much :':" '.;
were to give guidance on this issue. such guidance to Include In the rule and what
guidance shoulq not apply to resources possible selection criteria could be made .
that have been set aside for special available to the tnlstee on selecting the .
protection. .'. most appropriate methodology to .

Response: The Department agrees that determine lost use values.
there should not be a numeric standard Several of the commenters said that' .
imposed upon a tnlstee to make a no criteria; or even guidance, on the: .
"grossly disproportionate" selection of economic methodologies
determination for establishing natural should be given in the rule. Other .
resource damages. The proposed commenters. however. said that 1I0me .. .
revision provides that the guidance or criteria should be givenas.: '.
declsionmaking process includes factors to which methodology should be used . :
that help keep in balance the several under specific circumstances. One of.
possible elements of the damage these coQlID.enters suggested that the, .'
a1l88Ument, all of which would be Department should directthe~stee to.' .
added together to arrive at the damage use the mOllt rellable of the pouible -
claim. The proposed revision providell . methodologies applicable to a particular
that the trostee would choose to conduct incident or to document why a less .. '
some actions for restoration, reliable methodology was chosen by.the -..
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or. "trustee fortha assessment. The . ". :..
acquisition of equivalent resources in all commenter said that, where a trustee
instancell. whether as a smaller or larger uses a lesll reliable technique for valid - .'
proportion of the total possible damage reasons. certain defined parameters .
claim. and that the costs of these actions must be met to use that technique. Other
will be included in total damages commenters suggested specific guidance
claimed along with all reliably h uld .d .
.calculated compensable value. The that the Department s 0 proVl em.
proposed revision would require the . the rule to direct the trustee in the
tnlstee to consider the expected costs of choice-of a methodology..
the actionll all a factor in lIelecting the . . A large portion of the comments
appropriate alternative for restoration. received on the question of selection
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or . criteria for choosing an economic
acquisition of equivalent resources. The valuation methodology dealt Instead
determination is left to the judgment of with the validity of, and the allowance ..
the trustee based upon a comparison of for. contingent valuation methodology
the expected COlltS of restoration. . (GYM) in a natural.resourced~
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or assessment. Comments in effect
acquisition of equivalent resources with reiterated the arguments for and against
both the length of the recovery period CVM that the court had heard. Several-
and the losll in lIervices to the public commenterll provided technical
during that recovery period. If such a rruggestions on guidelines for applying
numeric factor were to consist of the CYM in an assessment. While the use of
sliding scale comparing estimated costs CVM was specifically at issue in the
and compensable value as suggested by court's review, it was upheld by the
the one commenter, it could not take court. For that reason. the use of CVM
into account all the factors a trustee was no longer at Issue. and was not
should consider in making a "grossly Included in the Department's ANPRM of
disproportionate" determination in each September 22, 1989. Nevertheleas.
case. several commenters did provide general

!._-----
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A few of the commenters said that
there should be no change in the rule-
concerning ''public resource••" but tb&t .
preamble language should be added to
clarify this Issue. Several commentera
said that the determination ora·l1ublU::
resource" should be leff to the jurlmn"..~
of the trustee on a case-by-<:aae basiil.

One commanter luggasted a .
continu'urn of public interest. from purery..
government ownership, to- pure)y'pmdt .
interest Other-commentera- ft88IlSted ';
the.kinds of int:ere1lt (substantial,
connections) that would ailow-recavery:
under CERCLA and also cited problem
that might result from allowing overly-·
broad recoveries by public trustees.

Response: The court· did notdirectry
remand thiS' issue to the Departinent'ttr.
provide a' regulatory definition of
"public resources." rather it asked' for
clarification. Neither the publlc
comments received' nor the
Department's analysis ofitavarinua~

jurisdictions has yielded a Mfinili\leBna
between public. resources and priv.ateo.m
general,. the Department agrees. thet thia
determination must be left t().tha..~.
The trustee. as the one who baa, the:
responsibility for the manageme!'Jt....
protection of the resources, is- the e;me,
best able to.determiIm whether-he hnl
trust reaponsibilit:iea for a:particldiur
resource. Thus, the proposelirevi.aioa:of
the·rule would ask the truatee to cim the
basis for his trusteeship in the'
Assessment Plan which ia prevemed'w
public comment.

The Department disagrees- that the
lack of a regulatory definition of "public
resources" would necessarily result in'
"overly-broad recoveries," ApparentJ:y,.
no comparable decision process already
exists as a model among trustees' or
other commenters' current management
practice. No clear position was
suggested or reached during Department
of the Interior staff discussions on the
amount and nature of guidance to· be
offered trustees in malcing this
determination. nor on whether the
guidance should be presented in.an
interpretive rule or as. information'
discussed in preamble-language. Thtt
question remains open and may be
addressed in the final rulemaking for the
proposed revisions or in the biennial
reviews. based on further comments that
may be receiv.ed. In time. experience
gained from the proposed revision's new
requirement for the trustee to select' and
explain the authority on which that
trustee baselJ a particular natural
resource damage claim should assist the
Department in developing further
guidance.

IUch use& beyond that of use and
nonus&-. The commenter said that there
is an elament of arbitrariness in any
system of clMslflcation'and
recommended that the' rule acknowledge
thelmpomnce of the total value-oftlie
flow of services from natural resottn:elf.
The commenter said' that the mIe should
distinguish between use and nonuse
values primarily on the basis of the'
availability of indirect or observationar
methodlf (e.g., travel cost models} far
measuring tnllfvaluell. Beyond this. there
should be no further attempt to
distinguish among various categorielf of
nonUlre values.

Response: In accordance with the
court's order. the proposed revision no
longer contains the restriction that
limited recovery of "nonuse" values to
only those cases where the trustee could
determine no "direct" use values.
Instead, the trustee may recover all
"compensable value." Compensable
value is defined fu broad tel'IM to
include all valUes for the services
provided to the public by the resources,.
including ''paSBive'' or
"nonconsumptive" uses ofthe resources.

As the definition of "compensable
value" is. written, all valuea loat to: the
public, both use and nonuse. of a
resource resulting:from an incident may
be recovered. The trustee fa to make. Q,

decision. to. seekrecov8l!Y fOB any
component of those value& on a. case-by
case basis. Reasonable costs,
uncertainty of the estimates. and the
potential for double counting are among
the facton that the trustee is to consider
in detennining. the categories of
compensable value that will be sought.

The definition of "compensable value"
includes a description of "use" and
"nonuse" to aid the trustee in avoiding
double counting and to clarify the extent
of compensable. value for which. the
trustee may claim damages. The
Department has, of course, retained the
prohibition on double counting, since it
is a statutory requirement.

G. Public Resources

The court requested clarification on
the application of the rule to natural
resources not "owned" by a government
entity, noting that preamble language in
the existing rule appeared to provide an
overly narrow interpretation of the law.
In the ANPRM of September 22, 1989,
the Department asked for comments as
to what degree and type of management,
regulation, control, or property interest
should make natural resources subject
to the provisions of CERCLA for the
purposes of enabling public trustees to
recover damages for injuries to such
resources.

technlcallnfonnation concerning the
application of the contingent valuation
methodology.

Response: Though It hal deleted the
requirement for trueteell tochoolMt
economic methodologie.. in a. particular
ordcrcx·hienm:by..tblr~h..
uWDtained the 8Jmlft'alliat at economic:
valnationmethodologiu that may b.
used in conduetin8 a naturalresoUl'CB
damaga USlWlment pursuant to the rule.
The description:at that li&ting reflecta
the geJlll1'l1llly accepted reliabilityofthe·
methodologies, including that of CVM.
The Depa...~thas decidednot to
include required criteria for selection of
an economic valuation methodology
since that could be perceived to be
equally as constraining as· the original
constraints to which the court objected.
Instead.. the proposed.revision provides
factors the trustee. would comider in
selecting both cost.estimating and
valuation methodologies or Il

combination of those methodologies.
The.proposed ravilion. un the trustee
to choose. and to~ his choice
briefly. . ' ..

The use of CVM was expressly upheld
by the court, thus no change was
required within. ita description, once _
constraints on.its use were deleted.
Thus, it remains in the revised rule as an
acceptable methodolOgy that may be
used by trustees. Considerations in.
using.the CVM.are discussed in &cetion
II.H. of this preamble.

F. Resource Values

In the ANPRM ofSeptember 22, 1989,
the Department asked what systems
might be aYailable for classifying
differen~of resource uses, as to
use and nonuse, etc.. which might also
aid the Imstee to avoid double counting.

A number of commenters said that
trustees should be able to assess all
resource values within an ecosystem to
allow full recovery of all damages.
Several of these commenten said that
there should be no guidance or criteria
in the rule that would constrain the
exercise of judgment of the trustee in his
decisions on what and how to value
those resources.

Several commenters suggested criteria
for the trustee to follow in order to
assess and recover for "nonuse" values
of injured resources. While some
cornrnenters said that there should be
some classification of resource values to
avoid double counting, others concluded
that there is no need for any guidance
on double counting since use and
nonuse values are concurrent One
commenter said that the Department
should not attempt. at this time, to
construct a system for classifying
resource uses that would further define
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(c) • • •
(4) The Restoration and Compensation

Determination Plan developed in
accordance with the guidance in § 11.81
of this part. If existing data are not
sufficient to develop the Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan as
part of the Assessment Plan. the
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan may be developed
later. at any time before the completion
of the Injury Determination or
Quantification phases. If the Restoration
and Compensation DeterminationPlan
is published separately, the public
review and comment will be conducted
pursuant to § 11.81(d) of this part.

7-8. Section 11.32 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a)(2)(ili)(A) and
(f)(2). and by removing paragraph (f)(3)
to read as follows:

§ 11.32 Aasenment P1an-seVek)pment.
(a) Pre-development requirements....

• •
8. Section 11.31 is amended by

revising parag'raph (a)(2), removing
paragraph (c)(2), removing the word .
"and" at the end of paragraph (c)(3) and
replacing the period at the end of.· .
paragraph (c)(4)with the worda ''; and"; ..
redesignating paragraphs" (o)(3}&riq' ..;, i':;

(c)(4) as paragraphs (c)(2)andlc)(3f!;:;I;~ :
respectively, and adding a new . -' ''''::':',: .
paragraph (c)(4) to read as follows:· .....; ..

§ 11.31 Auessment Ptan-conterit.

(a) • • •
(2) The Assessment Plan shall hI) of

sufficient detail to serve as a means of
evaluating whether the approach Wled
for assessing the damage is likely to be
cost-effective and meets the definition of
reasonable costs, as those terms are
used in this part. The Assessment Plan
shall include descriptions of the natural
resources and the geographical areas .' ..
involved. The Assessment Plan shall'··
also include a statement of the authority
for asserting trusteeship, or co- . ,.
trusteeship. for those natural resources
considered within the Assessment Plan.
In addition. for type B assessments, the
Assessment Plan shall include the
sampling locations within those
geographical areas, sample and survey
design, numbers and types of samples to
be collected, analyses to be performed.
preliminary determination of the
recovery period. and other such·
infonnation required to perform the
selected methodologies.

(c) • • •
(1) • • •
(v) Preliminary estimate of damages

costs; and

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
3. Section 11.14 is amended by

revising paragraph (qq) to read as
follows:

§ 11.14 Definitions.

Subpart c-Assessment Plan Phase

5. Section 11.30 is amended by
revising paragraph (c)(l)(v) to read as
follows:

§ 11.30 Assessment P1an-generaL

4. Section 11.15 is amended by
revising paragraph (a)(3)(ii) to read as
follows: .

§ 11.15 AcUons against the respon$/bIe
party for damages.

(a) • • •
(3) • • •
(Ii) Administrative costs and expenses

necessary for. and incidental to, the
assessment. assessment planning, and
restoration. rehabilitation. replacement,
and/or acquisition of equivalent
resources planning, and any restoration,
rehabilitation, replacement, and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources
undertaken; and

(qq) Technical feasibility or
technically feasible means that the
technology and management skills
necessary to :mplement an Assessment
Plan or Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan are well known and
tl-tat each element of the plan has a
reasonable chance of successful
completion in an acceptable period of
time.

(e)· • •
(3) Damage Detennination phase. The

purpose of this phase is to establish the
appropriate compensation expressed as
a dollar amount for the injuries
established in the Injury Determination
phase and measured in the
Quantification phase. The sectlon.s of
subpart E of this part comprising the
Damage Determination phase include
guidance on acceptable cost estimating
and valuation methodologies for
determining compensation based on the
costs of restoration, rehabilitation,
replacement, and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources, plus compensable
value.

•

Subpart A-Introductlon

2. Section 11.13 Is amended by
revising paragraph (e)(3) to read as
follows:

111.13 Overview.

PART 11-NATURAL RESOURCE
DAMAGE ASSESSMENTS

1. The authority citation for part 11
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 42 U,S.C. 96S1(c). as amended.

National Environmental Polley Act.
Executive Order 12291, Regulatory
Flexibility Act. and Paperwork
Reduction Act

The Department of the Interior has
detennined that this rnle does not
constitute II major Federal action
significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment. Therefore, no
further analysis pursuant to section
102(2)(C) of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (43 U.S.C. 4332(2)(C))
has been prepared.

The Department of the L'1terlor has
detennined that this document is not a
major rnle under Executive Order 12291
and certifies that this document will not
have significant economic effect on a
substantial number of small entities
under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5
U.S.C.601 et seq.). The rnle provides
technical procedural guidance for the
assessment of damages to natural
resources. It does not directly impose
any additional cosl In addition. the
estimate of the potential economic
effects of this rnle is well below $100
million annually. As the rnle applies to
natural resource trustees, it is not·
expected to have an effect on a
substantial number of small entities. The
infonnation collection requirement
contained in § 11.41(c) has been
approved by the Office of Management
and Budget under 44 U.S.C. 3501 etseq.
and 'assigned clearance number 1084
0025.

List of subjects in 43 CFR Part u
Continental.shelf, Environmental

protectiou..iish, Forests and forest
products, GraZing land, Indian lands,
Hazardous substances. Mineral
resources, National forests, National
parks, Natural resources, Oil pollution.
Public lands, Wildlife. Wildlife refuges.

Under the authority of the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response. Compensation, and Uabillty
Act of 1980. and the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act
of 1986, and for the reasons set out in
the preamble, title 43, subtitle A of the'
Code of Federal Regulations is proposed
to be amended as set forth below.

Dated: March 15. 1991.

John E. Schrote.
Acting Assistant Secretary. Policy.
Management. and BudgeL
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(0 Plan rt/View. * ....
(2) The- p111'p08e of thi1J review is to

ensure that the ae1edton of
metbodo~es-f~ the. Quantification.
and Damage Determination phases is
consistent with the results of the Injury'
Determination ph8'8e; and that the US1! of
such methodologies.re~COnsistent· .
with the requir'ementB of reasonable
cost. u that term ~ u.ed in thia part,

9. Section 11.35- is revtsed to read as
folloWlr.

§ 11.35 AcM88IMnt ~reIlr1t1narY
=U;r.:d. of ~TJiigQ.

(2)' ••
(iii)(A) The authorized official shal1

send II. Notice of Intent to Perform lUl

Assessment to all identified potenti&lly
responsible parties. The Notice shall
invite the participation o£ the poteru.ially
responaible part)!. or., il several parties.
are involved lind ifa.g,:eed to by me lead
authorized officiaL a representativa or
representatives designated by the
parties. in the deveIopmentofthe type
and SCap& or the USeBaIIlent and. in the
perfOl1D&Bce. of the assessment.. The
Notice shall briefly describe. to the
extent known. the site, vessel, or facility
involved, the discharge of oil or release
of hazardous subst.anclr of concern to
the authorized official, and the resources
potentially at risk. The Notice shall also
contain a statement of authority for
asserting. trusteeship, orca-trusteeship.
over those natural resource.. identified
as p«entially at risk..

(a) RequiremerzJ8. When.perfarming a:.
type B aaaeacment pmsuant to the
requiremeB~'gI subpart E of this part,.
the authoriZe'J 'official shall develop a
preliminary estimate of: the 8I1ticipated
costs of restoration. rehabilitation,
replacement, and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources for the injured
natural resources; and the compensable.
value. as defined in i ll.83(c) of thia
part, of the natural resourcell. This
preliminary estima.e is- referred to as the
preliminary estimate of damages. The
authorized official shall use the
guidance provided in this section. to the
extent possible. to develop the
preliminary estimate of damages.

(b) Purpose. The purpose of the
preliminary estimate of damages is for
reference in the scoping of the
Assessment Plan to ensure that the
choice of the scientific. cost estimating,
and valuation methodologies expected
to be used in the damage assessment
fulnlls the requirements of reasonable
costs. as that term is used in this part.
The trustee will also use the preliminary
estimate of damages in the review of the
Assessment Plan as required in

'.\

Subpart E-Type B Assessments

10. Section 11.60 is amended by
revising paragraphs (d)(1) (iii) and (ivl to
read as follows:

§ 11.60 Type B aue"menta~nenaJ.

(d) Type B assessment costs. (1)' • *

occurrence of the discharge or release
and the completion of the restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or
acquisition of the equivalent orthe
injured resources and their services. ne
estimate ahmUd use the same baa. )lear
88 the pmiminary estimate elf coat. 01
res tora tlon. rehabilitatixlB,. replacement..
and/or acquisition of equivalent
resources..The proviaionll detm1aQ ill
U 11.81-11.84 of tbia part are the b8da
f07 tim dawlopment of~ estimate.

(ii] The preliminary elltfmate 01
compensable value should take imn
account ilia effects, 01' anticipated
effect:a, of any response actions.

(iii)' The discount rate to be- nsed. in;
developing the preliminary estirnaw 01
compensable value shall be that
determined in accordance-with tt.
guidance'in f 1!.84{e) oftha part.

(d) Content and timing. (1) In making"
the preliminary estimate of damages-. the
authorized official should' rely upon
existing data.and studies. The 
authorized officla1sbould notttnd.~
significant new data coll'ection or
perform significant modeling efforta' l!If
this stage of the assessment planning
phase.

(2) Where possible. the authorlzed
official should make the preliminary
estimate of damages before the
completion of the Assessment Pf8I1 as
provided for in § 11.31 oHms part. If"
there fa not sufficient existing data ta
make the preliminary estimate of
damages at the same time as the
assessment planning phaae. thia
analysis may be completed later. at the
end of the Injury Determination phase of
the assessment at the time of the
Ass~mrent Pian review.

(3) The preliminary estimate or
damages. along with its assumption&
and methodology, shall be included in
the Report of the Assessment as
provided for in § 11.91 of this part.

(e) Review. The authorized official
shall review, and revise as appropriate.
the preliminary estimate of damages at
the end of the Injury Determination and
Quantification phases. If there is any
significant modification of the
preliminary estimate of damages, the
authorized official shall document it in
the Report of the Assessment.

§ 11.32(f) of this part. to ensure the
requirements of reasonable costs are
still met.

(c) Steps. The authorized official &hIlU
make a preliminary estimate of
damages, i.e., the anticipated costs of
restoration. rehabilitation. repl8(:ement.
and/or acquisition of equivalent
resources for the injured natural
re1lources and the services tholle
rellOUlCeIJ provide, plulJ the anticipated
compensable value- oHbe losf len'k:e..
to the public through the period of time
until completion of the restoration.
rehabilitation, replacement andlor
acquisition of equivatent resoUTCU and
recovery of the services. The
preliminary estimate of damages should
include consideration of the ability of
the resource to' recover naturally and the
compensable- Talue through th1t recovery
period with and without possible
alternative actions. The authorized
official shall consider the following
factors, to the extent possible. in making
the preliminary estimate of damages.

(1) The preliminary estimate of cosbs
of restoratien. rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources should include
consideration of a range ofpossible'
alternative actions that would
accomplish tIie restoration.
rehabilitation, replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent re8OU1'C8I of,
the injured natural relWUJ'Ce1f.

(i) The- preliminary estimate of costa
should take into account the effects. or
anticipated effects, of a..'y responae
actions.

(ii) The- preliminary estimate of cam
also should represent the expected
present value of anticipated costs.
expressed in constant dollars. 8I1d
should include direct and indirect costs.
and include the timing of those costs.
The provisions detailed in § § 11.61-11.84
of thill part are the basill for the
development of the estimate.

(iii) The discount rate to be ulled in
developing the preliminary estimate of
costs shall be that determined in
accordance with the guidance in
§ 11.84(e) of this part.

(2) The preliminary estimate of
compensable value should be consistent
with the range of possible alternatives
for restoration, rehabilitation,
replacement, and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources being considered.

(i) The preliminary estimate of
compensable value should represent the
expected present value of the
anticipated compensable value.
expressed in constant dollars. accrued
through the period for the restoration,
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources to
baseline conditions, i.e.. between the

••••
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§ 11.72 QuantlflcatJon phasebll.1Ine
se~determk1etlon. .

12. Section 11.72 is amended by
revising paragraph (b)(4) to read as
follo~

Compensation Determination Plan.
described in § 11.81 of this part. To
prepare thia Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan. the .
authorized official shall develop a
reasonable number of possible
alternatives for reatoratiQIl. .
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or:
acquisition of equivalent.resources and
sele(;t., purmant to the guidance of
§ 11.82 of this part. the most appropriate
of those alternatives; and. identify the
cost estimating and valuation ; ..:~."
methodologies, described. in § 1.1;..DatI .

tm. part. that will be used to calculate
damages. The guidance provided in '.
§ 11.84 of this part shall be fnllowed in
implementing the cost estimating and
valuation methodologies, as appropriate.
After public review of the Restoration
and Comperusation Determination Planr
the authorized official shall implement
the Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan.

(d) Completion o/the Damage
Detennination phase. Upon completion
of the DlUDage Determination pha8e', the
type B assessment is completed. The .
results of the Damage Determination
phase shall be documented in the Report
of Assessment described in § 11.90 of
this part.

15. Section ll.81 is revised to read as
follows:

f 11.e1 Damage Deteiiil'lIatlon phae
Restoration and COl'rtf*_don
Detet'1Nn8tfon PIBn.

[aJ Requirement. (!) The authorl.zed
official shall develop a Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan that
willliat a reasonahle number of poeaibJe
alternatives for restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources and
the related services lost to the public
associated with each: select one of the
alternatives and the actions required to
implement that alternative; give the
rationale for selecting that alternative;
and identify the methodologies that will
be used to determine the costa of the
selected alternative and to determine
the compensable value of the services
lost to the public associated with the
selected alternative.

(2) The Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan shall be of sufficient
detail to evaluate the possible
alternatives for the purpose of selecting
the appropriate alternative to use in
determining the cost of restoration.
rehabilitation, replacement. and!or
acquisition of equivalent resources for
the injured natural resources and the
services those resources provided. plus
the compensable value of the service.
lost to the public through the completion

•••*

phase. §§ 11.80 through 11.84, of this
part.

(1) In all cases, the amount of time
nceded for recovery if no restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources
efforts are undertaken beyond response
actiona performed or anticipated shall
be estimated. Thl.a time period ihall be
used as the "No Action-Natural
Recovery" period fill' purposes of § 11.82
and § 11.84(g)(2)(ii) of this part.

(2) The estimated time for recovery
shall be included in pouibJe
alternatives for restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources, as
developed in § 11.82 of this part. and the
data and process by which these
recovery times were estimated shall be
documented.

14. Section 11.80 is revised to read 8S

follows:

§ 1UO Damage~tionphase
general.

(a) Requirement. (1) The authorized
official shall make his damage
determination by estimating the
monetary damages resulting from the
discharge of oil or release of a
hazardous substance based upon the
information provided in the
Quantification phase and the guidance
provided in this Damage Determination
phase.

(2) The Damage Dete....mination phaae
consists of t 11.80- general; § 11.81
Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan; § 11.82
alternatives for restoration,
rehabilitation, replacement. and!or
acquisition of equivalent resourcea;
§ l1.83-<:o&t estimating end valuation
methodologies~and § 11.84
implementation guidance. of this part..

(b) Purpose. The purpose of the
Damage Determination phase is to
establish the amount of money to be
sought in compensation for injury to
natural resources resulting from a
discharge of oil or release of a
hazardous substance. The measure of
damages is the cost of restoration,
rehabilitation, replacement. and/or
acquisition of the equivalent of the
injured natural resources and the
services those resources provide. plus
the compensable value of the services
lost to the public for the time period
from the discharge or release until the
attainment of the restoration,
rehabilitation, replacement, and/or
acquisition of equivalent of the
resources and their services to baseline.

(c) Steps in the Damage
Determination phase. The authorized
official shall develop a Restoration and

•
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(1) Biological resources. .. • •
(4) * * •
(ii) Provide data that will. be useful in

planning efforts for restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of ~valentresoo.rces. and
in later meaSuring the success of those
efforts. and that will allow calculation of
compensable value; and

11. Section 11.71ls. amended by
revising paragraphs (a)(2) and (l)(4)(ii) to
read 8S follows:

1·11.71 Quantification phaM-teMce
reductlon quantification.

(a)· • •
(2) This determination of the reduction

in services will be used in the Damage
Determination phase of the assessment.

13. Se(;tion 11.73 Is amended to revise
paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§ 11.73 Quantli1eation phaM--t'aOUrCe
recoverabillty analysis.

(a) Requirement. The time needed for
each injured resource to recover to the
state that the authorized official
determines services are restored.
rehabilitated. replaced. and!or the
equivalent have been acquired to
baseline levels shall be estimated. The
time estimated for recovery or any
lesser period of time as determined in
the Assessment Plan shall be used as
the recovery period for purposes of
§ 11.35 and the Damage Determination

(iii) Restoration and Comperusation
Determination Plan development costs
Including:

(A) Development of alternatives;
(B) Evaluation of alternatives;
(C) Potentially responsible party,

agency. and public reviews;
(D) Other auch coats for activities

authorized by § 11.81 of thill part~
(Iv) Cost estimating and valuation

methodology calculation cosl.a~and

(b) * • •
(4) Baseline data collection shall be

restricted.~.those data necetltWY for
condnctJ:n8 ·the assessment at a
reasonable ooal In particular. data
collected should focus on parameters
that are directly related to the injury
quantified in § 11.71 of this part and to
data appropriate and neceasary for the
Damage Determination phase.
• • • • •
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that Is. the condition without a
dilcharge or release a8 determined in
t 11.72 of thllI part.

(2) Service! provided by the
resources. (I) In developing each of the
pOllllble alternatlvea. the authorlxed '
official shalllillt the proPOlled actioni:::::", ..
that would restore. rehabilitate. replace." '
and/or acquire the equivalent of the .
lIervices provided by the Injured natural
rellources that have been 101t, and the" ,"
period of time over which these aervicH' :';:-~
would continue to be IOIlt. ,.,' 'f,"

(Ii) The authorized official.haU
Identify lIervicell previoullly provided by:
the resource in its baseline condition in
accordance with 111.72 of this part and
compare those services with service II

now provided by the injured resource,
that is. the with-a-discharge-or-release
condition. All estimates of the with-a
discharge-or-release condition shall
incorporate consideration of the ability
of the resource to recover as determined
in I 11.73,of this part.

(c) Range ofpossible alternativea.(l)
The possible alternatives considered by
the authorized official that return the
resource and its lost services to baseline
level could range from: intensive action
on the part of the authorized official to.'
return the various resources and .
services provided by that resource to .
baseline conditions as q~cklyu ". ',;, ":: ~,. ;:i
possible; to natural recovery with ,., ,';. ,~
minimal management actions. Po••lble.
alternatives within thllI range could
reflect varying rates of recovery. .
combination of managementactions.
and needs for resource replacements'or"
acquillitions. " . . ,

(2) An alternative conslderiDg natUral .
recovery with minimal management
actions. based,upon the "No Action
Natural Recovery" determination made
in I 11.73(a){1) of this part. shall be one
of the possible alternatives considered.

(d) Factofll to consider in 8electing
which alternative to pursue. In selecting
which alternative to pursue. the
authorized officiaillhall evaluate each of
the possible alternativell based on ail
relevant considerations. including the '
following factors. when appropriate: ,

(I) Technical feasibility. as that term
is used in this part.

(2) The relationship of the expected
costs of the propolled actions to the
expected benefits from the relltoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources.

(3) Cost-effectivene8s. all that term i.
used in thill part.

(4) The resultll of any actual or
planned response actions.

(5) Potential for additional Injury
rellultlng from the proposed actions. '
Including long-term and indirect

combined with other plans for related
purposes. 10 long all the requlrementll of
thil lection are fulfllled.

16. Section 11.62 Is revised to read all
follows:

f ".12 o.rn.p DetermInatIon~ ,
aJtemattvM for restoration, rehabllttatton,·
replacement. and/or ecqulaJtJon 01
equivalent rMOUI'Cft.

(a) Requirement. The authorlud
official .hall develop a reasonable
number of pOlilble alternatives for the
relltoration. rehabilitation. replacement,
and/or acquisition of the equivalent of
the injured natural resources and the '
services those resources provide. For
each possible alternative developed. the
authorized official willidentlfy an
action. or lIet of actions. to be taken
singly or in combination by the trustee
agency to achieve the restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or
acquisition of equivalent natural
resources and the services those
resources provide to the baseline. The
authorized official shall then select from
among the possible alternatives the
alternative that he determines to be the
most appropriate based on the guidance
provided in this section. .

(h) Steps. (1) The authorized official
shall develop a reasonable number of
possible alternatives that would restore.
rehabilitate. replace. and/or acquire the
equivalent of the injured resources. Each .
of the possible alternatives may. at the .
discretion:of the authorized official.
consist of actions. singly or in·
combination. that would achieve those
purposes.

(i) Relltoration or rehabilitation
actions are those actions undertaken to
return an injured resource to its baseline
condition. as measured in terms of the
injured resources' physical. chemical. or
biological properties or the services
previously provided by those resources.
Such actions would be in addition to
response actions completed {)r
anticipated pursuant to the National
Contingency Plan (NCP).

(ii) Replacement or acquisition of the
equivalent means the substitution for an
injured resource with a resource that
provides the same or substantially
similar services. when such
substitutions are in addition to any
substitutions made or anticipated as
part of response actions and when such
substitutions exceed the level of
response actions determined
appropriate to the site pursuant to the
NCP.

(iii) Possible alternatives are limited
to thole actions that restore.
rehabilitate. replace. and/or acquire the
equivalent of the injured rellources and
services to no more than their baseline.
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of the restoration. rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources and their services
to the baseline.

(b) The authorized officlallhall ule
the guidance In tll1.8Z, 11.83. and 11.84
of this part to develop the Restoration
and CompensaUon Determination Plan.

(c) The authorlud officiallhalllist
the methodologies he expecta to use to
determine the co.ts ofall actions .

..' considered within the ielected
\ '. alternative and to determine the'

compenaable value of the lost aervices
through the recovery period aaaociated
with the selected alternative. The
methodologies to use In determining
costs and compensable value are
described In 111.63 of this part.

(d)(1) The Restoration and
Compensation Detenilination Plan shall
be part of the Asses.ment Plan
developed In subpart B of this part. If
existing. data are not sufficientto
develop the Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan at the
time that the overall Apessment Plan is
made available for public review811d
comment, the Reatbration and
Compenaation Determination Plan may
be developed later. after the completion
of the Injury Determination or
Quantification phases.

(2) If the Restoration and
, 'Compensation Determination Plan is

prepared later than the Assessment '
C Plan. it shan be made avlJi1able /

separately for public review by any'
identified potentially responsible party.
other natural 'resource trustees. other
affected Federal or State agencies or
Indian tri~. f,Dd any other interested
members of.~ubUcfor a period of no
less than 30 calendar days. Reasonable
extensions may be granted as
appropriate.

(3) Comments received from any
identified potentially responsible party.
other natural resource trustees. other
affected Federal or State agencies or
Indian tribes. or any other interested
members of the public. together y,;th
responses to those comments. shall be
included as part of the Report of
Assessment, described in 111.90 of this
part.

(4) Appropriate public review of the
plan must be completed before the
authorized official performs the
methodologies listed in the Restoration
and Compensation Determination Plan.

(e) The Restoration and Compensation
Determination Plan may be expanded to
incorporate requirements from
procedure. required under other
portions of CERCLA or the CWA or
from other Federal or State statutes
applicable to restoration or replacement
of the injured resource or may be

-
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which BUeb remaining costs are
alloc.ated should be adjusted.
accordingly.

(2) Cost estimating methodologies.
The authorized official may chOOl'le
among the cost estimating
methodologies listed In this section or,
may chatEl other methodologies that ,::'.
meet the acceptance criterion in .
paragraph (b)(3) of this section.

(i) Comparison Methodology. This
methodology may be used for unique or
difficult design and estimating
conditions. This methodology requires
the construction of a simple design for
which an estimate can be found and
applied to the unique or difficult design.

(ti) Unit Methodology. This
methodology derives an estimate based
on the cost per unit of a pa....ticular item.
Many other names exist for describing
the same basic approach. such as order
of magnitude. lump IlUID, module
estimating. flat rates. and involve
various refinements. Data used by this
methodology may ,be collected from.
technical literature or previous cost
expenditures. .

(iii) Probability Methodologies..Under
these methodologies. the cost estimate
represents an "average" value. These
methodologies require information
which is called certain. or deterministic.
to derive the expected value of the coat
estimate. Expected value estimates and
range estimates represent two typea of
probability-methodologies that may be
used.

(Iv) Factor Methodology. This
methodology derives a cost estimate by
summing the product of several items or
activities. Other terms such as ratio and
percentage methodologies describe-the
same basic approach. .

(v) Standard Time Data Methodology.
11tis methodology provides for a cost
estimate for labor. Standard time data
are a catalogue of standard tasks .
typically undertaken in performing a
given type of work.

(vi) Cost- and Time-Estimating
Relationships (CERs and TERs). CERa
and TERs are statistical regression
models that mathematically describe the
cost of an item or activity as a function
of one or more independent variables.
The regression models proville
statistical relationships between cost or
time and physical or performance.
characteristics of past designs.

(3) Other cost estimating
methodologies. Other cost estimating
methodologies that are based upon
standard and accepted cost accounting
practices and are cost-effective are
acceptable methodologies to determine
the costs of restoration. rehabilitation.

(b) Costs ofrestorot.ion.
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or
acquisition ofequivalent resources. (1)
Coats for restoration. rehabilitation.
replacement. and/or acquisition of
equivalent resources are the amount of
money determined by the authorized
official as necessary to complete all
actions Identified in the selected
alternative for restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or
acquisition of equivalent relOu.rces, sa
selected in the Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan of
§ 11.81 of this part. Such costs shall
include direct and indirect cost8.
consistent with the provisions of this
section.

(i) Direct costs are those that are
identified by the authorized official as
attributed to the selected alternative.
Direct costs are those charged directly
to the conduct of the selected alternative
including. but not limited to. the
compensation of employees for the time
and effort devoted to the completion of
the selected alternative; cost of
materials acquired. consumed. or
expended specifically for the purpose of
the action; equipment and other capital
expenditures; and other items of
expense identified by the authorized
official that are expected to be incurred
in the performance of the selected
alternative. .

(ti) Indirect costs are costs of
activities or items that support the
selected alternative. but that cannot
practicallv be directlv accounted for as
costs of the selected 8.lternative. The
simplest example of indirect costs is
traditional overhead. e.g.. a portion of
the lease costs of the buildings that
contain the offices of trustee employees
involved in work on the selected
alternative may. under some
circumstances. be considered as an
indirect cost. In referring to costs that
cannot practically be directly accounted
for. this subpart meana to include costs
that are not readily assignable to the
selected alternative without a level of
effort disproportionate to th,e results
achieved.

(iii) An indirect cost rate for overhead
costs may. at the discretion of the
authorized official. be applied instead of
calculating indirect costs where the
benefits derived from the estimation of
indirect costs do not outweigh the costs
of the indirect cost estimation. When an
indirec.t cbst rate is used. the authorized
official shall document the assumptions
from which that rate has been derived.
Such amounts determined in lieu of
indirect costs shall be trealed a8 an
offset to the tolal indirect costs of the
selected alternative before allocation 10
the remaining activities. The base upon
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impacts. to the injured rellource or other
resources.

(6) The natural recovery period
determined in § 11.73(a){1) of this part.

(7) Ability of the resource to recover
with or without alternative actions.

(8) Acquisition of equivalent land for
Federal management where restoration.
rehabilitation. and/or other replacement
of land is not possible.

(9) Potential effects of the action on
human health and safety.

(10}Consfstency with applicable
Federal and State laws and policies.

17. Section 11.83 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 1Ul3 Damage deWmlnation phase
cost .stfmatfng and valuation
methodologleL

(a) General.. (1) 11tis section contains
guidance and methodologies for
deterrrJning: ".', ' .

(i) The costs of the selected
, alternative for restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or
acquisition of equivalentl'8llources; and

(ii) The compensable value of the'
services lost to the pUblic through the
completion of the restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement. and/or '
acquisition of the equivalent of the
injured resources and their services to
baseline.

(2)(i) The authorized official ahall
select among the coat estimating and
valuation methodologies "Harth in this
section. or methodologies that meet the
acceptance criterion of either paragraph
(b)(3).or (C)(3) of thi.s section.

(ii) The authorized official shall define
the objectives to be achieved by the
appl~Onof the methodologies•.

(iiiJThe authorized official shall
follow the guidance provided in this
section for choosing among the
methodologies that will be used in the
Damage Determination phase.

(iv) The authorized·official shall
describe his selection of methodologies
and objectives in the Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan.

(3) The authorized officialshalI
determine that the following criteria
have been met when choosing among
the cost estimating and valuation
methodologies. The authorized official
shall document this determination in the
Report of the Assessment. Only those
methodologies shall be chosen:

(i) That are feasible and reliable for a
particular incident and type of damage
to be measured.

(ii) That can be performed at a
reasonable cost., as that term is used in
this part.

(iii) That avoid double counting.
(iv) That are cost-effective. as that

term is used in this part.
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(d) Uncertainty. • • •
(2) To incorporate this uncertainty, the

authorized official should derive a range
of probability estimates for the
Important assumptions used to
determine damages. In these Instances,
the damage estimate will be the net
expected present value of the costs of
restoration, rehabilitation. replacement.
and/or acquisition of equivalent
resource. and compensable value,

an Indivldual"lI economic valuation of a
natural resource. In order to fall within
the "use valuation: nonmarketcd
methodologies" category, the contingent
valuation methodology must be limited
to quantifying use values.

(E) Unit Value Methodology. Unit" ,:
values are preassigned dollar vaiues for .
various types of nonmarketed
recreational or other experiences by the . .'
publlc'-Where feasible, unit value-. 41 ".JJi" ,:;',
the region of the affected resource and:· .'.
unit values that closely resemble the .
recreationai or other experience lost
with the affected resource may be used.

(iii) Nonuse value: Contingent
Valuation Methodology. The contingent
valuation methodology includes all
techniques that set up hypothetical
markets to elicit an Individual's ,
economic valuation of a natural
resource. If the contingent valuation
methodology Is used to quantify nonuse
values, or use plus nonuse values, then,
it falls within this category.

(3) Other valuation methodologies.
Other valuation methodologies that
measure compensable value in
accordance with the public's willingness,
to pay, In a cost-effective manner, are
acceptable methodologies to determine
compensable value under this part.

18. Section11.8418 amended by ,_
revising paragraphs (a), (h)(l), (d)(2), (f),
and (g) heading, (1), (2) introductory
text. (i). (iI). and (iii); removing .
paragraph (h); and redesignating
paragraph (i) as new paragraph (h) and
revising it to read as follows:

§ 11.84 o.n.ge DetermInatIon phase
Imp'ementatlon guldance.

(a) Requirement. The authorized
official should use the cost estimating
and valuation methodologies In § 11.83
of this part following the appropriate
guidance in this section.

(h) Determining uses. (1) Before
estimating damages for the compensable
value under § 11.83 of this part, the
authorized official should determine the
uses made of the resource services
identified in the Quantification phase.

replacement. and/or acquisition of competitive. If the authorized official
equivalent resources under this part. determlnell that the market for the

(c) Compensable value. (1) resource. or the services provided by the
Compensable value Is the amount of resource, Is reallonably competitive, the
money required to compenllate the diminution in the market price of the
public for the los8 In services provided Injured resource, or the lost services,
by the Injured resources between the may be used to determine the
time of the discharge or release and the compensable value of the Injured
time the resources and the services resource.
those resources provided are fully (B) Appraisal Methodology. Where
restored to their baseline condHiona. sufficient Information exists. the

, . The compemable value includes the ' appraisal methodology may be used In
value of lost public Use of the services using this methodology, compensable
provided by the injured resources, plus value should be measured. to the extent
lost nonuse values such as option. possible. In accordance with the
existence, and bequest values. applicable sections of the "Uniform
Compensable value is measured by Appraisal Standards for Federal Land
changes In consumer surplus, economic Acquisition" (Uniform Appraisal
rent. and any fees or other payments Standards), Interagency Land
collectable by the government or Indian Acquisition Conference, Washington,
tribe for a private party's'use of the DC, 1973 (Incorporated by reference, see
natural resource; and any economic rent § 11.18). The measure of compensable
accruing to a private party because the value under this appraisal methodology

, government or Indian tribe does not will be the difference between the with-
charge a fee or price for the use of the and without-injury appraisal value
resource. Compensable value does not determined by the comparable sales
include any losses relate<tto secondary approach as described in the Uniform
economic impacts caused by the " Appraisal Standards.
discharge or release. (i1) Use value: nonmarlreted valuation

(i) Use value Is the value of themethodologies.-{A) Factor Income
resources to the public attributable to Methodology. If the lost resource Is an _
the d1rect use of the services provided Input to a production process, which has
by the natural resources. . as an output a product with a well.:

(il) Nonuse value is the difference defined market price; the factor income
between compensable value and use methodology may be used. This
value. as those terms are used,ln thiJ -' methodology may be used to detennine
section. . . " " the economic rent associated with the

(2) Valuation Methodologies. The use of e resou!'ce !n the production
authorized official may choose among process. This methodology Is sometimes
the valuation methodologies lis~ in referred to as the ''reverse value added"
this section to estim!lte willingnes. to methodology. The factor Income
payor may ch~thermethodologies methodology may be used to measure
provided that the methodology can the in-place value of the resource.
satisfy the acceptance criterion in (H) Travel Cost Methodology. The
paragraph (c)(3) of this llectlon. The travel cost methodology may be used to
following methodologies are grouped as determine a value for the use of a
"use value: marketed methodologies," specific area. An Individual's
"use value: nonm.arketed Incremental travel costs to an area are
methodologies." and "nonuse value: used as a proxy for the price of the
contingent valuation methodology," services of that area. Compensable
Generally, the ''use value: marketed value of the area to the traveler is the
valuation methodologies" are more difference between the value of the area
reliable than the "use value: with- and without-a-dlscharge-or-
nonmarketed valuation methodologies," release. When regional travel cost
which. in turn. are more reliable than models exist. they may be used If
the "nonuse value: contingent valuation appropriate.
methodology." Nothing In this section (C) Hedonic Pricing Methodology. The
precludes the use of a combination of hedonic pricing methodology may be
valuation methodologies so long as the used to determine the value of
authorized official does not double nonmarketed resources by an analysis
count. of private market choices. The demand

(i) Use value: marketed valuation for nonmarketed natural resources is
methodologies.-{A) Market price thereby estimated Indirectly by an
methodology. This methodology may be analysis of commodities that are traded
used If the natural resource is traded In in a market.
the market. In using this methodology, (D) Contingent Valuation
the authorized official should make a Methodology. The contingent valuation
determination as to whether the market methodology Includes all techniques
for the resource Is reasonably that set up hypothetical markets to elicit
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in paragraph (eJ(Z) of this section. ThIs
estimate Is the expectcd prescnt value of
uses obtained through restoration,
rehabilitation. replacement, andIor
acquisition of equivalent resources.. .....
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22. Section 11.93 is amended to revise
paragraph (a) to read as follows:

f 11.93 Post-aseamerrt phase
RestoratIon Plan.

(a) Upon determination of the amount
of the award of a natural resource
damage claim as authorized by section
107(a)(4)(C) of CERCLA. or section 311(f)
(4) and (5) of the CWA. the authorized
official shall prepare a Restoration Plan
as provided in section 111(i) of CERCLA.
The plan shall be based upon the
Restoration and Compensation
Deterinination Plan described in § 11.81
of this part. The Plan shall describe how
the monies will be used to address· .-
natural resources. specifically what
restoration. replacement, or acquisition
of the equivalent resources will occur.
The Plan shall also describe how monies
will be used to address the services that
are lost to the public until restoration,
rehabilitation. replacement, and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources is
completed. The Restoration Plan shall
be prepared in accordance with the
guidance set forth in § 11.81 of this part.

Zl. Section 11.92 is amended to revise
paragrap'h lb) to read as follows:

§ 11.92 PO.t:-alaeument phue
,..toraUon account.

(a)· • •
(b) Adjustments. (1) In establishing the

account pursuant to paragraph (a) of thia .
section. the calculation of the e)(:pected
present value of the damage amount
should be adjusted. as appropriate.
whenever monies are to be placed in a .
non-inttlrest bearing account. This
adjustment should correct for the
anticipated effects of Inflation ove~ the
time estimated to complete expenditures
for the restoration. rehabilitation;
replacement, andlor acquisition of
equivalent resources.

(2) In order to make the adjustment in
paragraph (b)(1) of this section, the
authorized official acting as trustee
should adjust the damage amount by the
rate payable on notes or bonds issued
by the United States Treasury with a
maturity date that approximates the
length of time estimated to complete
expenditures for the restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement,'and/or
acquisition of equivalent resources•
.... *.... fr
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(c) Type B assessments. For a type B

assessment conducted in accordance
with the guidance in subpart E of this
part. the Report of AsseJJsment shall
consist of all the documentation
supporting the determinations required
in the IhjinyDetermination phase. the
Quantification phase. and the Damage
Determination phase. and specifically
including the test results of any and all
methodologies performed in these
phases. The preliminary estimate of
damages shall be included in the Report
of Assessment. The Restoration and
Compensation Determination Plan.
along with comments received during
the public review of that Plan and
responses to those comments. shall also
be included in the Report of
Assessment. .

20. Section 11.91 is amended to add a
paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§ 11.91 Post......ament phue-demand.

(e) Statute ofJimirotions. The date on
which regulations are promulgated for
the purposes of section 113(g) of
CERCLA is the date upon which the
court-ordered revisions for both type A
and type B. whichever is later. become
effective as a final rule.

(h) Scope of the analysis. (1) The
authorized official must determine the
acope of the analysis In order to
estimate the compensable value.

(2) In assessments where the scope of
analysis is Federal, only the
compensable value to the Nation as a
whole should be counted.

(3) In assessments where the scope of
analysis is at the State level. only the
compensable value to the State should
be counted.

(4) In assessments where the scope of
analysis is at the tribal level, only the
compensable value to the tribe should
be counted.

SUbpart F-Post-Aasessment Phase

19. Section 11.90 is amended by
revising paragraph (clto read as
follows:

§ 1UO Post-aanament phase-Report
of Aaaeament.

..
(n Substitutability. In calculating the

compensable value. the authorized
official should incorporate estimates of
the ability of the public to substitute
resource scrvices or uses for those of the
Injured resource service•. ThIs

~ substitutability should be estimated only
If the potential benefits from an increase
in accuracy are greater than the
potential costs.

(g) Compensable value during the
restoration. rehabilitation. replacement.
and/or acquisition ofequivalent
resources. (1) In determining the amount
of damages, the authorized official
should also compute the compensable
value for the period of time required to
achieve the restoration. rehabilitation.
replacement, andlor acquisition of
equivalent resources.

(2) To calculate the compensable
value during the panod of time required
to achieve restoration, rehabilitation,
replacement, andlor acquisition of
equivalent resources. the authorized
official should follow the procedures
described below. The procedures need
not be followed iiI sequence. .

(i) The ability· of the resource to
recover over the recovery period should
be estimated. This estimate includes
estimates of natural recovery rates·as.
well as recovery rates that reflect
management actions or resource
acquisitions to achieve restoration.
rehabilitation. replacement, andlor
acquisition of equivalent resources.

(ti) A recovery rate should be selected
for this analysis that is based upon cost-

. effective management actions or
resource acquisitions. including a "No
Action-Nablral Recovery" alternative.
After the t1!tbvery rate is estimated. the
compensable value should be estimated.

(iii) The rate at which the uses of the
injured resources and their services will
be restored through the restoration or
replacement of the services should be
estimated. This rate may be
discontinuous. that is. no uses are
restored until aU.. or some threshold
level. of the services are restored. or
continuous, that is. restoration or
replacement of uses will be a function of
the level and rate of restoration or
replacement of the services. Where
practicable. the supply of and demand
for the restored services should be
analyzed. rather than assuming that the
services will be utilized at their full
capacity at each period of time in the
analysis. The compensable value should
be discounted using the rate described
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